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Pursue the potentiality
of carbon blanks
“What is required for ﬁshing rod?” That what we have been
required as ﬁshing rod maker since we have started
manufacturing.
The answer depends on each angler. We know that there is no
one perfect answer. It also depends on your skills, ﬁelds, or
physical cons�tu�on or else.
Of course, it also depends what sort of ﬁshing are you devote
yourself. Although specialized performance as a tackle will be
required for each diﬀerent type of ﬁshing, of course lure ﬁshing
have own special proper�es. We would like to say that it is
summarized in line system which is connected ﬁne line and
thick leader.
Why do we choose ﬁne line? The reasons why we choose ﬁne
line are to cast lure farther than before, to let lure sink faster, to
get enough capacity of line and manipulate lure with
comfortably. We think that character of each angler will be
reﬂected to method of lure ﬁshing while adjus�ng drug system
and compa�bility of lure depends which target you aim at.
We believe that la�tude of combina�on of tackles is core
elements for lure ﬁshing. However, if you s�ck with the basic
method, you will be faced marvel of nature and you will be
required to exceed it.
YAMAGA Blanks have been pursuing to build ﬁshing rod that will
not take your la�tude away. Although we have categorized our
products as each target and method, we have been trying to
load poten�al of versa�lity and la�tude to let them go beyond
the limit.
And we believe that performance of blanks make it come true.
Ease of cas�ng, manipula�ng, lightness and toughness… We
think that those element all depends poten�al of blanks and we
believe that poten�al of carbon blanks is limitless.
We believe in poten�ality of carbon blanks and anglers. That is
why we put our back into manufacturing ﬁshing rod at our own
factory while honing our skills and techniques. World of ﬁshing
have limitless possibility and it is expanding way faster than our
imagina�on.
We keep pursuing that possibility which cannot be shown
exactly to let anglers build own world.

YAMAGA Blanks / SINCE 2008
YAMAGA TSURIGU Co.,LTD. / SINCE 1990

2019 New Galahad

Neｗ Galahad / Galahad TRAVEX / Galahad For Electric Reel / Galahad Slow

SeaWalk Light Jigging / SeaWalk Taijigging / SeaWalk Tairubber

New Galahad series is released in spring 2019.
Jigging rod is required to be ﬁt and adjusted to each
of water, method and target of the world.
And we believe that performance of blanks gives
huge inﬂuence to the game of jigging.
How do we let heavy jig move in deep water
eﬀectively, how do you image what is happening in
deep water without view, and how do you keep
your initiative when bigger ﬁsh than you have
expected is on? Those elements mostly depend on
characteristics and performance of blank itself.
As a manufacturer of ﬁshing rod, we are of course
trying our best to acquire those three elements to
create extraordinary jigging rod.
We have designed new Galahad as jigging rod that
is loaded heightened basic performance.
We wish that you can jerk and ﬁght with jigging rod
as like as you have gotten extended arm.
That is what we think the jigging rod supposed to
be as one of a ﬁshing tackles.
Jerk jig with sharpness blank and let you adjust
various situation and techniques…
These simple factors compose the concept of new
Galahad series.
Simple things done well…
We have no doubt that you can feel what that
supposed to mean with new Galahad series.

2019

NEW Galahad 585S Spinning Model
Lure: Jig Max 280g Line: Max PE 5

New model

1pc

New Galahad / Jigging Series / 9 Line up

YAMAGA Blanks rebuild Galahad series as a new generation of
jigging rod in 2019.
New Galahad have been designed to adjust modernistic jigging
scene with techniques and skills which have been accumulated
for a long time period.
There are so many choices of Metal jig recently to be adjusted
various situation of various area of water in the world. Jigging
anglers of all over the world who faced tough situation very
often are required capabilities to accommodate yourself to it.
We have pursued capabilities such as manipulate ability,
flexibility of tip section, toughness of butt section for new
Galahad series to reflect your skills and techniques easily.
We present you 5 kind of spinning models and 4 kind of over
head models to cover every jigging situations.
622S,633S and 634S have been loaded flexible tip section to let
jig swim naturally and moderate repulsive force on belly and
butt section to let jig move rhythmically.
585S and 526S high elasticity to let jig move speedy and
aggressively when you jerk vertically.
We have succeeded to load high sensitivity to sense small vital
information, ease of manipulation to reduce physical burden
and high speed of response to transfer your input power. You
can jerk both short and long strokes as you wish easily.
※As a renewal, we have changed nota�on of the meanings of last digit
number on model name. Used to be notated oz class, but now for upper
limit of PE line to match the rod for your region.

Length: 1745mm

1pc

Length: 1915mm

Price:

This is the lightest model of spinning which have high ﬂexibility on �p and belly
sec�on. Although it has ﬂexibility and high sensi�vity to sense slightly changes of
current and reducing the chance of breaking line or hook, once loaded heavily tough
bu� sec�on keep unexpected huge ﬁsh under control. If you focus to input the load on
belly sec�on, jig will swim very smoothly without unnatural movement. The poten�al
of 632S will be pulled out when you aim spooky and selec�ve ﬁsh on tough situa�on.
Although this is light class as jigging rod, it will never let you lose your ini�a�ve.

Lure: Jig Max 350g Line: Max PE 6
1pc

Length: 1585mm

NEW Galahad 633S Spinning Model
1pc

Length: 1915mm

Drag Max: 4kg

Weight: 178g

1pc

Length: 1890mm

1pc

Length: 1915mm

1pc

Length: 1890mm

Drag Max: 6kg

Weight: 191g

Price:

This 624B is supposed to be chosen by anglers who is pursuing large kingﬁsh or amberjack
with PE4. 624B covers various way of approach as such as not only high pitch ac�on thanks
to blank which can transfer your loading of power very well but also good at long fall
ac�on in slow pitch. The poten�al of 624B will be shown by anglers especially who ﬁsh at
deep or rapid area mainly to set hook on the target as you have planned exactly.

NEW Galahad 526B Overhead reel Model

Drag Max: 3kg
Weight: 187g

Lure: Jig Max 350g Line: Max PE 6
1pc

Price:

Length: 1585mm

Drag Max: 12kg

Weight: 303g

Price:

This is the overhead model as same blank as 526S. It is specialized overhead model to
aim large amberjack or dogtooth tuna on water up to 200m depth or heavy and rapid
area. Moderate s�ﬀness of this blank will reduce physical burden of angler. The
sensi�veness hidden in blank of it will let you sense slightly changes of current and
help you to jerk jig delicately. You can hold the rod on the gimbal belt or under your
arm while enjoying the bend curve of this 526B. You will be impressed with it for sure.


a.485mm

b.610mm

Suitable reel size

D:3500～4000 / S:5000～6000

b.610mm

Suitable reel size

D:3500～4000 / S:5000～6000


a.485mm





Suitable reel size

D:4000～4500 / S:6000～8000

b.670mm

Suitable reel size

D:4500～5000 / S:8000～10000

b.670mm

Suitable reel size

D:5000～6500 / S:10000～20000

b.640mm


a.495mm

 

  
a.435mm

b.590mm

Suitable reel size

D:10～15 / S:1000～1500

b.590mm

Suitable reel size

D:15～20 / S:800～2000

Suitable reel size

D:30～35 / S:2000

  
a.435mm

a.435mm

Price:

If you face the situa�on that you are required to move long jig naturally, to input load
eﬀec�vely on deep or rapid area, even on horizontally jigging in windy condi�on, 634S
will cover all of these without any anxious. You will rearise that 634S have massive
power to ﬁght with kingﬁsh at shallow or rough reef. You can stop the sudden run of
kingﬁsh aggressively without losing your ini�a�ve. The versa�lity of 634S enable you
to jerk in one pitch or combina�onal jerk if you necessary to approach with diﬀerent
method. 634S will express your imagina�on and tac�cs through this carbon blank.
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Lure: Jig Max 250g Line: Max PE 4

This is the lightest model for overhead reel to be used on near shore with PE line up to 2.
You can approach the target with various ac�on as such as natural swimming ac�on
focused on �p sec�on, high speed short pitch jerking concentrate on belly and bu�
sec�on or long fall ac�on to cover various situa�on thanks to sensi�vity and lightness of
blank itself. If you wish to aim yellowtail or kingﬁsh delicately with ﬁne line, 622B the one.

Drag Max: 6kg

Weight: 196g

Price:

  

NEW Galahad 634S Spinning Model

Lure: Jig Max 220g Line: Max PE 4

Drag Max: 4kg

Weight: 188g

NEW Galahad 624B Overhead reel Model

Price:

NEW Galahad 622B Overhead reel Model
Lure: Jig Max 150g Line: Max PE 2

Length: 1890mm

This 623B is the core model of New Galahad overhead series. If you wish to give
metal jig various kind of ac�on as such as one pitch jerk in slow tempo, long fall or
high pitch jerk with just one s�ck, we recommend you to pick this 623B. It has high
sensi�vity to sense what is happening in the deep water so you will be able to
switch the way of approach depends on situa�ons. It have been achieved high
standard as overhead jigging tackle to aim yellowtail, kingﬁsh or amberjack
technically without any anxious and stress.

If you wish to aim great amberjack, large dogtooth tuna around 200m depth of
water or huge kingﬁsh feeding on the ﬁsh bed, this 526S which is specialized for
high pitch jerk will be perfect choice. You can transfer your loading to metal jig with
small mo�on easily thanks to the high modulus design of blank. So, you can jerk
very quickly as you wish to even in quite deep water. Although it has toughness and
durability to keep unexpected big target under control on bu� sec�on, it bends
much smoother than you expected. The angler who aim monstrous ﬁsh with heavy
line and high tension of drug system, do not hesitate to take this 526S.

Price:

You can call this 633S all-rounder of inshore jigging model. Some�mes you have to
do one pitch jerk on horizontally, combina�on jerk on ver�cally with just one s�ck.
633S work well on various kind of jigging situa�on as an all-rounder. Thanks to high
sensi�vity on this blank, you can sense even a small vital informa�on so if the target
would not take your jig then you can switch the rhythm of jerking to let them bite.
Basically, 633S is power up version of 632S. If you ﬁsh with jig around 150g please
take 633S or if you use around 120g mainly, 632S is the best choice.

1pc

Drag Max: 12kg

Weight: 304g

a.490mm

Lure: Jig Max 180g Line: Max PE 3

Lure: Jig Max 200g Line: Max PE 3

Price:

NEW Galahad 526S Spinning Model

a.485mm

Drag Max: 3kg

Weight: 169g

Weight: 206g（PROTO）

585S have been designed to control the game of kingﬁsh or amberjack without losing
ini�a�ve. Short and ﬁne blank of 585S enable you to jerk jig aggressively does not ma�er
the shape of Jig to approach the target. Of course, bu� sec�on has enough power to keep
giving pressure on ﬁsh with PE5. If you wish to fall jig ver�cally and jerk aggressively to aim
huge one at ﬁsh bed or rough reef, 585S is the perfect choice for sure.

NEW Galahad 632S Spinning Model

Lure: Jig Max 140g Line: Max PE 2

NEW Galahad 623B Overhead reel Model

Drag Max: 8kg

b.590mm

   
a.455mm

b.700mm

Suitable reel size

D:35～40 / S:4000～5000

Guide: [526S・526B] SiC Ocean guide [Rest of All] SiC-S stainless frame K guide(Fuji)
Reel Seat:[Spinnig Model 526S] DPS20 [Spinnig Model Rest of All] DPS18 / [Overhead reel Model-526B] T-DPS20 [Overhead reel Model Rest of All] PLS18(Fuji)
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2019

New model

Galahad TRAVEX /2pcs Jigging Series / 3 Line up

We have created 2pics jigging rod Galahad-TRAVEX to achieve
high portability while reducing cost of transport.
We have redesigned TRAVEX to increase in functionality as a
jigging rod. TRAVEX have been retuned to be transferred your
power to metal jig directory thanks to high repulsive force
hidden in new blanks.
The range of jig weight for these new TRAVEX series become
much wider than previous models to cover various situations
and target. Also, it will be bent from little farther than previous
models, you can give a various kind of action to your metal jig as
such as one pitch jerk, high pitch jerk or combination easier
than before.
New TRAVEX cover jigging game in near shore, remote island
or expedition to overseas with many types of PE line.
※As a renewal, we have changed nota�on of the meanings of last digit
number on model name. Used to be notated oz class, but now for upper
limit of PE line to match the rod for your region.

2pcs

Length: 1775mm





Price:

Length: 1775mm

Weight: 221g

1pc

Price:

Lure: Jig ~350g Line: PE ~6
1pc

Price:

If you have plan to go to southern island of Japan or deep sea of overseas to aim
large amberjack, dogtooth tuna or yellowﬁn tuna, please take 595S without
hesita�ons. Tip sec�on have been adjusted to become li�le ﬂexible for increasing
ability of manipula�on and reducing burden of anglers when they jerk aggressively.
Once huge ﬁsh is on, you will no�ce that it bends very smoothly and you might
forget that it is 2pics grip jointed. If you wish to land memorial ﬁsh on water of all
around the world, this 595S will be your huge advantage for sure.

1pc

Suitable reel size

D︓3500～4000 / S︓5000～6000

Drag Max: 4kg

Length: 1925mm

Weight: 200g

  

b.715mm

Suitable reel size

D︓4000～4500 / S︓6000～8000

   

a.470mm

a.505mm

Guide:[593・594] SiC-S+SiC stainless frame K guide [595] SiC Ocean guide(Fuji)
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b.730mm

Reel Seat:[593・594] DPS18 [595] DPS20(Fuji)

Suitable reel size

Joint:Grip joint

D︓4500～5000 / S︓8000～10000

Price:

We suggest suitable EPR on this catalog according to capacity of line, power
and balance of weight between reel and rod. Of course, you can use reel
other than that we suggested on this catalog, it depend on your target which
you aim on the depth of water where you ﬁsh at. So please check the maximal
value of lure weight, line weight and Drug weight as a guide for selec�ng the
best reel for yourself. You can also ﬁsh with standard type of overhead reel.

b.695mm

Suitable reel size

D:150～300 / S:800～2000

Suitable reel size

D:300～500 / S:2000～3000

Suitable reel size

D:500 / S:3000～4000

 

 

    

Weight: 222g

 

a.470mm

a.495mm

Drag Max: 10kg

Length: 1740mm

※Suitable electrical powered reel

Price:

If you are going to aim at small sized Blue Runner with PE 3, this 633 would be a
perfect choice. Even though automa�c reeling at constant speed, ﬂexibility of �p
and belly sec�on will help you to jerk jig comfortably and set hook on with less
failure. It will bend very much when ﬁsh is on, but you can ﬁght with fun without
any worry. You will be surprised that poten�al which is hidden inside blank of 633
for sure.

    

 

Price:

If you are going to aim king ﬁsh or yellow tail over 10kg we recommend you to choose
this monster hunter. You can give ac�on to jig around 300g in 100m depth of the sea
eﬀec�vely, even thought you ﬁsh at ﬁeld where �dal current running rapidly. It is going
to help you to jerk heavy jig without any burden or stress and to ﬁght with big ﬁsh with
huge advantage thanks to its ﬂexibility, toughness, and versa�lity. Fulcrum point is
going to move to bu� sec�on when you ﬁght and you will not lose sensi�veness to
sense the movement of ﬁsh in the water even while reeling. It is not just s�ﬀ rod, you
can use it feel like your arm for sure.

Galahad 633B For Electrically Powered Reel
Lure: Jig ~150g Line: PE ~3

b.715mm

Weight: 199g

Galahad 586B For Electrically Powered Reel

Drag Max: 8.5kg

Weight: 279g

Drag Max: 6.5kg

Length: 1905mm

This is standard jigging rod for EPR to aim bluerunner around 5kg. You can be reeling
with any speed thanks to nice and ﬂexible �p sec�on, then you can give the ac�on to
jig at your own will. If you hooked bluerunner more than 10kg, you do not have to
worry about anything! It will enable you to keep it under control without being
anxious. We believe that it may be allowed to call almighty jigging rod for EPR and we
want anglers all over the world to ﬁsh with it.

If you aim kingﬁsh or amberjack at near shore on expedi�on with around PE4, this
594S is the best choice. Lightness feeling of manipula�on that is loaded as common
characteris�cs of TRAVEX series enable you to handle long jig naturally at
horizontally or to jerk jig aggressively at ver�cally. When you ﬁsh at ﬁsh bed with
rough bo�om or shallow area to aim tough target, you do not have to afraid to let
it stop forcefully and aggressively without losing your ini�a�ve while taking
advantage of powerful bu� sec�on.

Length: 1780mm

Galahad 624B For Electrically Powered Reel
Lure: Jig ~250g Line: PE ~5

Drag Max: 6.5kg

 

a.495mm

  

2pcs

2pcs

This is versa�le s�ck to cover various method of jigging such as horizontally or
ver�cally with around PE3. Thanks to sharpness and lightness of this blanks, you
can enjoy manipula�ng your jig as you wish to. If you aim yellowtail or kingﬁsh with
metal jig up to 180g on 30〜80m depth of water, the poten�al of 593S will be
shown deﬁnitely. Although blanks of 593S seems slim and delicate, ﬁsh will be
stopped and li�ed by bu� sec�on which have been loaded massive power.



Lure: Jig Max 240g Line: Max PE 4号

Lure: Jig Max 320g Line: Max PE 5号

Drag Max: 5kg

Weight: 206g

NEW Galahad TRAVEX 594S Spinning Model

Galahad EPR is designed for jigging with electrically powered
reel as you can see its name. Flexibility of tip section and
toughness of but section as known as significant characteristic
of Galahad EPR enable angler to jerk which you hardly do with
regular type of overhead reel.
This series support anglers who are aiming yellowtail iThis
method gives you not only reducing physical burden of anglers
but also explore new possibility of jigging.
We believe that you will never be disappointed for sure.

NEW Galahad TRAVEX 595S Spinning Model

NEW Galahad TRAVEX 593S Spinning Model
Lure: Jig Max 180g Line: Max PE 3号

Galahad / Electrically Powered Reel Series / 3 Line up

b.695mm

 

a.465mm

b.690mm

Guide: [633B EPR・624B EPR] SiC-S stainless frame K guide [586B EPR] SiC Ocean guide(Fuji)

Reel Seat: TCS18(Fuji)

*EPR=Electrically Powered Reel
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Galahad Spinning Model

Load Comparison→

622S,633S and 634S bend smoothly �ll
belly sec�on when you load so easier to
keep your jig under control as you
wished to.
585S and 526S li�le s�ﬀer than others
so poten�al of these will be shown
when you ﬁsh ver�cally at rapid and
deep area.

632S

633S

634S

Galahad

Overhead reel Model

Load Comparison→

A rod that is stiff or soft is of no use if it’s unable to perform to its
design. Slow pitch rods require a certain ‘taut’ and flexibility in
order to work the jig and makes it drop as intended. For these,
the Galahad series have been carefully designed with our
cutting edge technology so as to prevent loss of momentum and
rhythm when working on the jigs.

Galahad Slow / Slow-pitch Jigging Series / 4 Line up

Galahad 63/2 Slow

Length: 1930mm

Price:

Overhead reel Model

Lure: Jig Comfort Weight 160g Line: PE ~2
1pc

Length: 1930mm

Drag Max: 2.5kg

Weight: 141g

Price:

This model will perform best when deep areas have opposing currents which
require heavier jigs. An ideal jig weight is around 160gm while a lighter jig can s�ll
be used should the angler choose to work it more aggressively. We are conﬁdent
you will enjoy using this rod and it will become part of your body for sure!

Galahad 62/3 Slow

Overhead reel Model

Lure: Jig Comfort Weight 200g Line: PE ~2
1pc

Length: 1910mm

Drag Max: 2.5kg

Weight: 148g

Price:

To improve the ini�al response of your ac�on, we have shortened this rod
compared to the rest of the 63 models. The characteris�cs of the blank makes it
easy for even a novice to master the slow pitch jigging technique.

Galahad 62/4 Slow

Overhead reel Model

Lure: Jig Comfort Weight 250g Line: PE ~2.5
1pc

Length: 1910mm

The image of 1kg load shows you the bend
curve when you jerk jig. And other images
are weight as drug max and weight in
between of them. Rods are held on the
angle that you are supposed to keep it
when you are ﬁghting with ﬁsh.

Drag Max: 2kg

Weight: 134g

Drag Max: 3kg

Weight: 151g

Price:

This is another slow pitch rod for anglers who ﬁsh with heavy jigs over 200m depth
and yet s�ll have the brute strength to li� a monstrous ﬁsh up to surface.

623B

526B

593S

594S

595S

633B -EPR

624B -EPR

586B -EPR

Galahad TRAVEX
Load Comparison→

Galahad TRAVEX series are designed to
become li�le s�ﬀer and sharper than
same power spec of 1piece model.
Easier to load your power directory to
jig when you start jerking especially on
ver�cal jigging or approach to deep
area with high pitch jerk.

Galahad 電
for Electric Reel

Load Comparison→
To absorb the impact of power
loading by electric reel, blank of this
series have been designed to become
more seamless even on con�nuous
supply of loading. These have kind of
parabolic ac�on so good to be ﬁshed
with manual overhead reel as well.

Jigging Model Comparison Table
a.480mm

b.600mm

Suitable reel size

●→Galahad Overhead reel Model

D:2000・200 / S:1000～1500

586 EPR

●→Galahad TRAVEX

585S
595S

●→Galahad for EPR

a.480mm

b.600mm

Suitable reel size

594S

D︓10 / S︓1500～2000
62/4
62/3

b.600mm

Suitable reel size

D︓10 / S︓1500～2000

/
a.480mm

Reel Seat: TCS17(Fuji)

b.600mm

Suitable reel size

D︓10 / S︓1500～2000

Galahad Slow Load 1kg

63/3

Stiﬀness

/
a.480mm

526B
526S

●→Galahad Spinning Model

/
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※These images are not illustrated on the
full potential or characteristics of rods.
Please understand that those pictures are
taken under the limited situation.
It was loaded with weight on rods gently.

624B

/

Guide: SiC-S Titanium frame K Guide

622B
●About weight of loading

The ideal jig weight to use is around 120gm with depths ranging between 50m –
80m. The sec�on from the �p to the belly will assist in maintaining a steady tempo,
bringing ‘life’ to the jigs.This may be considered the core model for anglers who
prefer to ﬁsh in a shallow water.

Galahad 63/3 Slow

526S

Overhead reel Model

Lure: Jig Comfort Weight 120g Line: PE ~1.5
1pc

585S

622B,623B and 624B have ﬂexible �p to
let your jig swim naturally and you can
adjust the way of approach if you are
required thanks to belly and bu� sec�on
that have been loaded moderate s�ﬀness
and repulsive force. 526B is li�le s�ﬀer
than others to ﬁsh as you planed at deep
area or rapid water.

624B
634S

593S
623B
633 EPR

633S

63/2

Although Galahad Slow jigging series have been designed to be skinny, it
have been loaded toughness and strength on blank itself. So you will be
able to give jig various ac�on as such as slow pitch jerk to lure selec�ve
ﬁsh. If you jerk in slow pitch mainly, we recommend you to take 63/2 or
63/3. Otherwise 62/3 and 62/4 will be recommended to search bo�om
of the sea with inchiku or else.

624 EPR

622B
632S

※Comparison chart shows strength and stiﬀness
visually. But it is based on reference value from the
concept of design so the feeling of stiﬀness and
strength of these rods is depend on personal
equation. And also please note that the stiﬀness
doesnʼt mean the breaking strength.

Power
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New model

SeaWalk / Light Jigging Series / 6 Line up
Target/Blue runner・Rock ﬁsh・Hair-tail・Red Sea Bream
Horse Mackerel・Grunts

“Light-Jigging” models are categorized as a new series of
“SeaWalk” to be adjusted to light jigging with Tungsten-Jig.
We present three kind of spec for spinning and overhead models
and those will cover jig weight from extra light (15g) to mid heavy
(150g). You can aim Grunt, Horse mackerel, Blue runner,
Rockfish, Sea bream or Hairtail systematically with these line up
of new Seawalk series.
Blanks of light Jigging series have been employed flexibility on
tip, high operational performance on belly section and huge
power on butt section to keep large fish under control especially
when you use Tungsten-Jig.
The most important factor of “light jigging” with Tungsten-jig is
how rod itself make jig swim naturally and shift to let it fall with
quick response automatically. Of course it is also important for
fine result to sense condition of the sea, then adjust jig weight to
your PE line. That is the reason why we have pursued high
sensitivity and flexible tip section to let Jig swim naturally.
As we have explained already, you do not have to worry if bigger
fish than you have expected is on. All models of light jigging series
have been loaded enough power to keep huge fish under control.
SeaWalk Light-Jigging series will cover various situation and wide
variety of target. We hope that you pick one of those to aim various
target strategically.





a.370mm

NEW SeaWalk Light Jigging 67UL Spinning Model
Lure: Jig 15~40g Cast Max 25g Line: PE 0.4~0.8
2pcs

Length: 2015mm

Weight: 102g

NEW SeaWalk Light Jigging 64L Spinning Model
2pcs

Length: 1935mm

Weight: 114g

Price:

This is the standard model for light-jigging with Tungsten-jig on inshore. If you wish
to cast jig up to 35g compactly or if you wish to cast Tungsten-jig or Tai rubber jig to
search target widely around 30〜60m depth of the sea, belly and bu� sec�on
which have been loaded moderate s�ﬀness and strength make it possible. Thanks
to performance of well-balanced �p and belly sec�on, you can manipulate jig up to
80g on 80m depth of the water and you can keep jig swimming naturally without
too much kickback.

NEW SeaWalk Light Jigging 64ML Spinning Model
Lure: Jig 60~120g Cast Max 50g Line: PE 0.6~1.2
2pcs

Length: 1935mm

Weight: 115g

Price:

This is heaviest model of spinning model in this series. It will suit to deep area such
as 50〜100m depth or ﬁeld that current running rapidly. You can cast jig up to 50g.
At the situa�on of ver�cal and horizontal ﬁshing, you can handle jig up to 120g
without any stress. You will no�ce that strength of bu� sec�on of 64ML once
bigger ﬁsh than you expected is on. Taking advantage of cast ability and falling
speed as spinning model, this 64ML will be the huge advantage if you ﬁsh on the sea
very deep or current running rapidly.
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D︓2000~2500 / S︓~C3000

b.525mm

Suitable reel size

D︓2500~3000 / S︓3000~4000

b.525mm

Suitable reel size

D︓2500~3000 / S︓3000~4000

b.530mm

Suitable reel size

D︓100~200 / S︓100~300

Suitable reel size

D︓100~200 / S︓100~300

Suitable reel size

D︓100~200 / S︓100~300



Price:

This is the ultra-light class of light-jigging series to aim Grunt, Horse mackerel or else
on shallow water with light weight jigs (around 20g). Combina�on of super ﬁne PE line
and Tungsten-jig make super light jigging possible to aim school of Grunt with falling
ac�on or Horse mackerel on the very bo�om of the sea. And you will be able to cast
jigs up to 25g or let jig up to 40g swim naturally in the 40m depth of water without any
stress so you can aim variety of target depend on depth of water systema�cally. It is
bent nicely when even sea bream over 80cm or blue runner around 5kg and load huge
power on blanks to pull it on the surface without losing ini�a�ve.

Lure: Jig 30~80g Cast Max 35g Line: PE 0.6~1

 

Suitable reel size

b.505mm

NEW SeaWalk Light Jigging B66L Overhead reel Model
Lure: Jig 40~80g Line: PE 0.6~1
2pcs

Length: 1985mm

Weight: 131g

Price:

This 66L have employed high versa�lity to ﬁsh with Tungsten-Jig on 20m〜50m
depth of the sea.It will good to be used for Tairubber game thanks to its ﬂexible �p
sec�on and belly sec�on which have moderate s�ﬀness with high sensi�vity to let
you no�ce vital informa�on or slightly changes of current. If you wish to aim Hair
tail or Sea bass on bay area and try not to let jig move too much, this 66L will make
it easier than other models for sure.

NEW SeaWalk Light Jigging B66ML Overhead reel Model
Lure: Jig 40~120g Line: PE 0.8~1.2
2pcs

Length: 1985mm

Weight: 131g

a.390mm





a.400mm

  

Price:

66ML have characteris�c to cover wide range of depth of the sea (30m〜80m) thanks
to its well-balanced sensi�veness and powerfulness. Even you ﬁsh with Tungsten-jig,
you will never lose response speed of jerk taking advantage of high sensi�vity and
manipulate ability thanks to characteris�cs of overhead model. It is also good to be
used for Tairubber game in deep area(80m〜100m ) or current running rapidly.

2pcs

Length: 1960mm

Weight: 128g

Price:

This 65M is the most powerful model of light-jigging series which is good to be
ﬁshed in high popula�on of blue runner. Compared to other models of light-jigging
series, it have been loaded li�le s�ﬀer blank than other and you can enjoy
manipula�ng jig manually with this 65M at your will. You can handle 80g〜150g of
Tungsten-jig comfortably with it. If you are going to ﬁsh in 100m depth of water or
rapid area with ﬁne line, we recommend you to take this 65M.



a.405mm

   



a.405mm

NEW SeaWalk Light Jigging B65M Overhead reel Model
Lure: Jig 60~150g Line: PE 0.8~1.5



   

a.415mm

Guide: SiC-S stainless frame K guide(Fuji)

b.530mm



b.540mm

Reel Seat: Spinning Model VSS16 / Overhead reel Model PULS17(Fuji)

Joint: Grip joint
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SeaWalk Taijigging 75L NANO Spinning Model
Lure: Jig 10~80g

2pcs

Line: PE 0.4~1

Length: 2280mm

Weight: 127g

If you are struggling with selec�ve monster or when you ﬁsh at sallow area less
than 50m depth, this light jigging model will be your perfect buddy for sure. Blanks
of this ﬁne rod that is consis�ng of NANOALLOY® technology of TORAY also allows
you to use ﬁne line and light jig and you will be able to keep monster snapper under
control without being pulled line out from spool. Although around 40g jigs and PE
0.6〜0.8 will be recommended, you can choose ﬁner line such as PE0.4(8lb
ﬂuorocarbon leader) to aim monster snapper which might be there.

SeaWalk / Taijigging Series/ 4 Line up
Target / Red Sea Bream・Blue runner・Rock ﬁsh

SeaWalk Taijigging 75ML Spinning Model
Lure: Jig 20~100g

Tai jigging model is designed to let anglers set hook on the hard
mouth of sea bream while remaining sensitivity and flexibility
on tip section which reduce strangeness feeling when they try
to make contact with your jig.
75L and 75ML are designed dedicatedly for just winding or
swimming action, 611ML is deserved to be called “basic” in
this series, 63M is specialized model to cover deep and rapid
area. As you can see, there are variety of models in Taijiggiing
series and all of them have enough power on butt section to
keep even blue runner under control.

2pcs

Line: PE 0.6~1.5

Length: 2280mm

Weight: 129g

Price:

This is of course good for not only generalized wind ﬁshing but also good for
pursuing the poten�al of jigging game of red sea bream. This is good to be ﬁshing
with jig weight 20g〜100g and you will be able to do long li� & fall taking advantage
of its length. This have been loaded high versa�lity to cover various ways of ﬁsh, to
cover seasons from early summer to late fall and to cover shallower than 30m
depth of the sea to catch red sea bream.

SeaWalk Taijigging 611ML Spinning Model
Lure: Jig 40~120g
2pcs

Line: PE 0.8~1.5

Length: 2130mm

SeaWalk Tairubber 61L

Price:

Weight: 125g

Lure: Weight Max 80g
1pc

Lure: Jig 60~150g
1pc

Line: PE 1~2

Length: 1910mm

Weight: 127g

SeaWalk / Tairubber Series / 5 Line up
Target / Snapper

When you want to catch giant snapper, you will be required to ﬁsh at area that are
deep and fast current usually. This is for you to pull big snapper out from deep and
capture the tough situa�on like that. This shortest rod in this series enables you to
use 150g maximum without losing manipula�on performance. Nice & sensi�ve �p
sec�on will set hook on the mouth of snapper, tough and powerful belly and bu�
sec�on will keep monster snapper under control and pull it up to surface quickly. It
is absolutely perfect rod for anglers who wish to have a one on one ba�le with giant
snapper. (Able to aim Trevally, Blue runner or Rock ﬁsh up to 5kg)

Lure: Weight Max 100g
1pc

SeaWalk Tairubber 68L
Lure: Weight Max 100g
2pcs

2pcs

Lure: Weight Max 80g
1pc

Line: PE ~0.8

Length: 1950mm

Weight: 119g

  

  

Suitable reel size

b.555mm

   

b.550mm

Suitable reel size

D:2500～3000 / S:3000～4000
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D:2500～3000 / S:3000～4000



a.460mm

Guide: SiC-S stainless frame K guide(Fuji)

b.550mm

Suitable reel size

Suitable reel size

b.550mm

Guide: IPS16(Fuji)

Joint: 75L,75ML,611ML Grip joint

   

Guide: SiC-S stainless frame K guide(Fuji)

Price:

Overhead reel Model

Line: PE ~1.5

Length: 2070mm

Weight: 167g

Price:

Suitable reel size

D:100～200 / S:100～200

b.555mm

Suitable reel size

D:100～200 / S:100～200

b.555mm

Suitable reel size

D:100～200 / S:100～200



b.560mm

Suitable reel size

D:100～200 / S:100～200

b.560mm

Suitable reel size

D:100～200 / S:100～200



a.460mm

D:2500～3500 / S:3000～4000

Weight: 163g



a.450mm
a.460mm

Length: 2070mm



a.440mm
a.460mm

Overhead reel Model

Line: PE ~1.2



   



Price:

a.440mm

D:2500～3000 / S:2500～3000

Price:

This have been loaded more power on sec�on from belly to bu� than 68L while
taking over sensi�ve �p sec�on of 68L. Anglers will be able to sense the small
contact of ﬁsh or slightly changes of current even when you ﬁsh on the water where
rapid current or tough and deep area where have to be used lure more than 100g
because of its ability of high response on the blank. It have been loaded huge
power on bu� sec�on to li� ﬁsh with less power than ever even if it is big ﬁsh such
as 80cm or bigger.

The so�est �p of the series belongs to this model, yet the belly to bu� sec�on holds
decent power against any snapper. Both ver�cal or dri� jigging can be used. When
faced with rough seas this 6� 5in length rod won’t get in your way.

  

b.550mm

Weight: 127g

This is the u�lity model to cover waters from coastal to open sea. You will be able
to set the hook on easily without pu�ng any stress on ﬁsh because of its �p sec�on
which have been loaded exquisite ﬂexibility. Belly and bu� sec�on have been
designed to be tenacious so that it will cover not only small one in shallow area but
also trophy ﬁsh in deep area. Tip to belly sec�on will be bent nicely so that it have
been achieved wide range of capacity of lure weight.

Overhead reel Model



a.460mm

Length: 1825mm

Unlike other super s�ﬀ rods in the market, the bu� sec�on of this rod will follow
through the unexpected thrashing of the ﬁsh thus reducing bust oﬀ and hook
failure. Anglers can conﬁdently ba�le a snapper over 80cm.

Lure: Weight Max 150g

SeaWalk Tairubber 65UL

Price:

Overhead reel Model

Line: PE ~1.2

SeaWalk Tairubber 68ML

a.440mm

 

Weight: 125g

SeaWalk Tairubber 60ML

SeaWalk Tairubber models are loaded high sensitivity to
transmit slightest changes of current, movement and vital
information of sea bream. Flexible tip section will not give the
fish strangeness feel and powerful but section keep even
monster size which is unexpected under control. 65UL, 61L
and 60ML are basic models of this series and 68L and 68ML are
designed dedicatedly for deep and rapid area to utilize the
enhanced butt section.
68L and 68ML are also suitable for light jigging for hair tail or
else with electric reel.

Price:

Price:

Length: 1850mm

This basic model is equipped with a highly sensi�ve blank and a so� �p that will not
spook the ﬁsh during a bite. The responsive ac�on of the bu� ensures proper
hook-up on the tough part of the snapper’s mouth.

This is the basic model of SeaWalk Tai Jigging series. This is good to be used with jig
weight 40g〜120g which is basic weight for Red Sea Bream jigging. You will be able
to wind jig comfortably and set the hook easily. The poten�al of this 611ML will
come out when you use it on spawning season in spring, ﬁsh at deep areas such as
50m depth of the sea or where the rapid current. We think this is the one for
anglers no ma�er if you are a beginner or expert.

SeaWalk Taijigging 63M Spinning Model

Overhead reel Model

Line: PE ~1

Guide: TCS16(Fuji)

Joint: 68L,68ML Grip joint
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SeaWalk Light-Jigging
Spinning & Overhead reel Model

SeaWalk Light-Jigging / Bending Curve / Load 500g

Load 500g→

These are comparison images of 「SeaWalk
Light-jigging」series which are loaded 500g
weight on �p. Common characteris�cs of
light Jigging series are that �p sec�on which
have been employed ﬂexibility, belly sec�on
which have high opera�onal performance
and bu� sec�on which have been loaded
huge power to keep large ﬁsh under control.
Although these are suited to let jig swim
naturally, if you chose more powerful model
in this series, you will be able to jerk in steady
rhythm thanks to moderate s�ﬀness on the
blanks. Blanks of spinning and overheard are
totally diﬀerent even if they are in same
power class. Common characteris�c of
Light-jigging series is tough bu� sec�on.
Even though 67UL is bent well, enough bu�
power is on it.
Enough power to aim ﬁsh over 5kg is loaded
on all of blanks for Light-jigging series.
Please select power class depends where you
ﬁsh on or how heavy jig you choose.

SeaWalk Taijigging
SeaWalk Tairubber

Spinning & Overhead reel Model

B65M

B66ML
64ML
B66L
64L

●→SeaWalk Light-Jigging 67UL
●→SeaWalk Light-Jigging 64L

●→SeaWalk Light-Jigging 64ML
●→SeaWalk Light-Jigging B66L

67UL

●→SeaWalk Light-Jigging B66ML
●→SeaWalk Light-Jigging B65M

SeaWalk Taijigging & Tairubber / Bending Curve / Load 500g
●→SeaWalk Taijigging

●→SeaWalk Tairubber

Load 500g→

These are comparison images of SeaWalk
series which are loaded 500g weight on �p.
Bending curve of 63M seems diﬀerent from
other models. It is caused by 1 piece design of
63M. Bu� sec�on of 63M seems li�le weaker
than others from this chart because it is
designed to be bent the whole blank very
smoothly to hunt monster red sea bream.
Although 75L is bending well on bu� sec�on
as you can see from this chart. Because of the
characteris�cs of NANOALLOY® which makes
it bend well when it is loaded, and li� ﬁsh up
powerfully while you are ﬁgh�ng.

TJ63M
TR60ML

TJ611ML

TR61L TR68L
TR65UL

TJ75ML

TR68ML

※These images are not illustrated on the full potential or
characteristics of rods. Please understand that these
pictures are taken under the limited situation, it was
loaded with weight on rods gently.

TJ75L

SeaWalk Comparison Table
Although all 6 models of Light jigging have enough power
to aim ﬁsh over 5kg is loaded on blanks, comaprison table
shows you the power incluides feeling of manipura�ons.
That means you can handle lighter jig with lighter models.

Stiﬀness

Also you will be able to ﬁght and land on red sea bream
over 80cm with Tairubber and Tai jigging series.
Sensitiveness of models which are higher power on
this chart table is higher when you use it in fast
current. Please note that “power” on this chart is not
just stands for availability to catch big ﬁsh. That meant
the models which are on higher power are good to be
●→SeaWalk
used at deepLight-Jigging
water or fast current.
●→SeaWalk Taijigging
●→SeaWalk Tairubber

LJB65M

TJ63M

LJ64ML
LJB66ML

TR68ML
TR68L

LJB66L
LJ64L
TR61L

TR60ML

TJ611ML
TJ75ML

LJ67UL
TJ75L

※Comparison chart shows strength and stiﬀness
visually. But it is based on reference value from the
concept of design so the feeling of stiﬀness and
strength of these rods is depend on personal
equation. And also please note that the stiﬀness
doesnʼt mean the breaking strength.

TR65UL

Power
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BlueSniper / BOAT CASTING Series / 11 Line up
Target/Blue-runner・Tuna・Bonito・Seerﬁsh・Dorado

Although it was not easy to design the rod that will be able to keep
different characteristics on one rod without any compromise, we
have formed it with knowledges and techniques that has been
accumulated over a long period of time. We present you these 11
choices of BlueSniper Boat Casting model for each target as such
as bonito, kingfish and tuna to be enable all level of anglers to
handle. We believe that you will be able to feel the faith that we
are pursuing to build fishing rod when you hooked up huge one
with BlueSniper for sure.

BlueSniper 81/2
Lure: 15~50g

Line: PE 2~3

2pcs

Drag Max: 4kg/45°
Weight: 233g

Line: PE 2~3

2pcs

Drag Max: 4kg/45°

Length: 2140mm

Weight: 220g

Price:

This is the short length model with high maneuverability. This is the one that will do
great job, whereby the situa�ons that needs you to cast from limited space such as
small boat. The ﬂexible �p enable anglers to cast lures around 15g in rhythmically
and landing ﬁsh smoothly because of its length.
Target：Bonito・Migratory ﬁsh less than 10kg・Blue-runner / Lure：Plug

BlueSniper 79/3
Lure: 30~70g

Line: PE 2~4

2pcs

Drag Max: 5kg/45°

Length: 2365mm

Weight: 263g

Price:

A technical rod by deﬁni�on, this rod has incredible lure manipula�on with a good
cas�ng feel. This has a �p sec�on of a Pe 3 class but a Pe 4 class bu� sec�on. This
combina�on has been very popular since incep�on in 2014. It has enough power to
ﬁght a blue ﬁn tuna up to 20kg or a 10kg blue runner. During tes�ng, we have caught
a 40kg blueﬁn tuna. The poten�al of this rod is simply beyond imagina�on.
Target：Migratory ﬁsh less than 15kg・Blue-runner・Trevally・TUNA / Lure：Plug

Lure: 30~100g

2pcs

Line: PE 3~4

a.430mm

Lure: 30~110g

Drag Max: 7kg/45°

Length: 2260mm

2pcs

Line: PE 4~5

Weight: 279g

Price:

Lure: 50~130g

2pcs

Length: 2520mm

Weight: 310g

Price:

Lure: 40~120g

2pcs

Line: PE 5~6

Lure: 25~100g

2pcs

Length: 2440mm

Weight: 333g

Price:

Weight: 346g

D:3500～4000 / S:6000

Weight: 339g

Line: PE 4~6

Price:

Drag Max: 13kg/45°
Weight: 378g

Price:

This is primarily a light tuna rod that enable to cast smaller lures which closely
mimics actual bai�ish. You can cast a small lure weighing 30gm but it also has
enough power to wrestle a tuna around 50kg. The same performance as currently
blacky series, it has been designed to be bent nicely, and will correspond with the
sudden run of big tuna, and to reduce the burden of anglers.
Target：TUNA up to 50kg・Blue-runner / Lure：Plug

Line: PE 6~8

D:4000～4500 / S:6000～8000

a.465mm

b.710mm

Suitable reel size

D:4000～4500 / S:6000～8000

 /

Suitable reel size

D:4500～5500 / S:8000～14000



b.750mm

 /

a.480mm

 /

b.745mm

Drag Max: 15kg/45°

Length: 2480mm

Weight: 387g

Price:

This has been designed as a versa�le tuna rod which can cast not only small lures
matching the size of sardines but also medium lures size of Dorado or baby yellow
tail. Although the belly sec�on will be bent and enable you to hold it with 70° of
angle, it will s�ll has enough power to pull up a tuna to the surface.
Target：TUNA up to 70kg / Lure：Plug

 /   

b.755mm

2pcs

Line: PE 8~10

D:5000～5500 / S:14000

Suitable reel size

D:5000～5500 / S:14000



a.480mm

 /  

b.790mm

a.490mm

Swappable to

Aluminium gimbal

 / 

Suitable reel size

D:4500～5500 / S:8000～14000



b.790mm

Suitable reel size

D:5000～5500 / S:14000

Suitable reel size

D:6500 / S:14000～20000



a.490mm

Swappable to

Aluminium gimbal

 / 

Blacky

Suitable reel size



a.450mm

Length: 2480mm

BlueSniper 81/8 Blacky

Suitable reel size



a.480mm

Drag Max: 8kg/45°

Length: 2570mm

BlueSniper 81/6 Blacky

 /

b.710mm

Price:

This is mul�ple and lighter model of Blacky series. As you can no�ce from ”Canary”
the name of 85/4, when you aim canary-colored ﬁsh as such as yellow ﬁn tuna or
kingﬁsh, it will be the perfect partner of you. And you will be able to get enough
distance to aim large ﬁsh with small lure such as less than 30g. When you do not want
ﬁsh to run as it likes, powerful bu� sec�on will help you to stop the sudden run of
lively ﬁsh and to pull it to surface quicker than you thought. It has full of versa�lity
with our techniques of design, without any compromises.
Target：TUNA up to 40kg・Blue-runner / Lure：Plug

Lure: 50~130g

80/5 has been designed as versa�le model to make ac�on of lure importance.When
there is tough situa�on, it handles diving pencil or poppers up to 100gm. The s�ﬀer
belly sec�on makes it an eﬀec�ve rod against kingﬁsh or trevally.
Target：Migratory ﬁsh less than 20kg・Blue-runner・Trevally・TUNA / Lure：Plug
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Line: PE 3~5

BlueSniper 81/10
Drag Max: 10kg/45°

Drag Max: 12kg/45°

Length: 2505mm

BlueSniper 85/4 Canary

2pcs

Drag Max: 8kg/45°

Line: PE 5~6

The most powerful model of the Blue Sniper series. it can handle a huge kingﬁsh
and small GT. We have redesigned the whole rod to handle a greater li�ing power
but at the same �me improving control of lures such as diving pencils. This is the
one which enable anglers to lure ﬁsh technically, and also to keep ﬁsh under control
and land speedy when they ﬁght.
Target：Migratory ﬁsh less than 25kg・Blue-runner・Small sized GT・TUNA Lure：Plug

Lure: 45~120g

This rod has a greater range of lures from 30gm to 110gm. When load applied, it
bends nicely enabling anglers to land the ﬁsh easily. Just like the 79/3, it also
performs well as a standard rod for kingﬁsh or yellowtail.
Target：Migratory ﬁsh less than 20kg・Blue-runner・Trevally・TUNA / Lure：Plug

BlueSniper 80/5

Suitable reel size

b.665mm

a.470mm

BlueSniper 82/6

2pcs

This is the short length model with good cas�ng performance. Anglers will able to cast
lures up to 80g with less force. And we believe that it will be helpful when you are in
situa�on that your are required to cast from a limited space such as small boat.
Target：Migratory ﬁsh less than 15kg・Blue-runner・Trevally・TUNA
Lure：Plug（Popper up to 70g）

BlueSniper 82/4

D:3500～4000 / S:6000

 /

Lure: 30~110g

BlueSniper 75/4

Suitable reel size

b.710mm

Price:

This model will enable anglers to use lures not previously capable on its predecessor
such as small sardine or 15cm size bait. The ﬂexible �p allows usage on small lures
and can s�ll handle ﬁsh up to 10kg. Based on much wider range of lure capacity than
previous series, you will be able to match the bait more than ever.
Target：Bonito・Migratory ﬁsh less than 10kg・Blue-runner/ Lure：Plug

Lure: 20~60g

a.470mm

 /

Length: 2480mm

BlueSniper 70/2

 /

b.790mm



Drag Max: 17kg/45°

Length: 2480mm

Weight: 399g

Price:

Rated at Pe 10 class for power, this rod targets big tunas around 100kg. The blank
has more power than the 81/8 to enable cas�ng lures up to 160gm. Like the Blacky
series, it bends nicely when loaded to endure the violent runs of tunas. 4ways
carbon material are used on the bu� sec�on to reduce twis�ng of the blanks and
adding another advantage during ﬁghts with big tuna.
Target：TUNA up to 100kg/ Lure：Plug

Swappable to

a.490mm

Aluminium gimbal

Guide:(Fuji)
[79/3・75/4・82/4・85/4CA] SiC-S stainless frame K guide＋SiC Ocean guide
[70/2・81/2] SiC-S stainless frame K guide [Rest of All]: SiC Ocean guide

b.790mm

Suitable reel size

D:6500 / S:14000～20000

About exchange of Blacky's grip end
※BRC22.0 is on the end of grip as a standard but
you can select aluminum gimbal instead. If you
are interested in it, please make inquiries to
dealer in your region.

Reel Seat:(Fuji)
[81/2・70/2・79/3・75/4] DPS18/BACK STOP Double Nut [Rest of All] DPS20/BACK STOP Double Nut
Joint: Grip joint
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BlueSniper & BLUE REEF

BlueSniper & BLUE REEF / Bending Curve / Load 3kg

Load 3kg

BR710/10
BS82/6

BLUE REEF / Boat GT Series / 4 Line up
Target / GT・Kingﬁsh・Yellowﬁn Tuna

GT game... Although GT bite lure aggressively and fight extremely
hard, you will be required to manipulate lure as carefully and
delicately as possible if you want to get result.
Of course, rod for GT is required versatility to be adjusted various
lures which has been segmetalized to catch selective fish. We have
tested these 3 models at tough fields such as southern islands of
Japan over and over to shape our ideal of GT rod. Lightness to cast all
day long, usability to respond anglers will, toughness and torque to
keep initiative…reconcile these conflicting elements. We dedicate
these series to anglers who are pursuing and aiming GT seriously.

Lure: Max 160g

2pcs

Line: Max PE 8

Length: 2470mm

Weight: 395g

This is the model which is good at manipula�ng diving pencil sensi�vely as“S�ck
Bait”suggests. It have been loaded ﬂexibility on �p sec�on to manipulate diving pencil
without popping it out of surface not only at short stroke ac�on but also long stroke ac�on….
Keep ﬁsh under control at your own will with bu� sec�on which have been loaded enough
toughness. We believe that you will choose this 711/8 whenever you go to ﬁsh because of that
characteris�c as such as well-balanced blank, excellent feeling of cast, and high operability.
This will be recommended for not only GT but also for huge kingﬁsh or yellowﬁn tuna.
Trget：GT・Large kingﬁsh・Yellowﬁn Tuna/ Lure：S�ck Bait

BLUE REEF 80/8 Dual
Lure: Max 160g

2pcs

Line: Max PE 8

●→BLUEREEF（Rod in red）

2pcs

Price:

BR711/10

●→BlueSniper85/4 Canary（Rod in blue）

Lure: Max 200g

Drag Max: 13kg/45°

Dual

Line: Max PE 10

Length: 2470mm

Drag Max: 15kg/45°
Weight: 400g

Price:

This is high power model of 711/8. Even though this is for diving pencil mainly, It has been
designed to be li�le more s�ﬀer than 711/8 so it will cover various ac�on as such as cas�ng
large lure heavier than 100g for long distance or manipula�ng popper with small face cup.
Belly sec�on of it will absorb the weight of ﬁsh to reduce physical burden of anglers and
angler will be able to li� huge ﬁsh while loading angler’s weight thanks to that tough bu�
sec�on. This will be recommended to anglers who requires that one for both diving pencil and
small face cup popper.
Trget：GT・Yellowﬁn Tuna/ Lure：S�ck Bait・Popper with small cup face

BS80/5

These are comparison images of BlueSniper series and BlueReef series which
were loaded 3kg weight on �p.BlueSniper 85/4 Canary have been designed to
aim yellow ﬁn tuna and large king ﬁsh. It has high ability of cas�ng and
manipula�ng lure and once ﬁsh is on, you will be able to stop and hold these
big target. 80/8 which is new for BlueReef series enable you to manipulate
various lures and cast a distance without any stress. Of course enough power
is loaded to bu� sec�on as GT rod.
Blacky series are not on this table because quite hard to see the
characteris�cs of Blacky series from angle of other rods. Although �p sec�on
of Blacky series will bend as same as 85/4, bu� power of these are almost as
same as BlueReef series. These have been designed to enable you to hold 70
degrees while ﬁsh is on.By doing so, poten�al of power which is hidden in bu�
sec�on will be brought out.
※Please note that only Blacky series can be held 70 degrees angle.

Lure: Max 220g

Drag Max: 13kg/45°
Weight: 373g

2pcs

Price:

This have been designed to be li�le lighter than 711/10Dual to enable anglers to use light line
to cast long distance and to manipulate lure more delicately. You will be no�ced some
characteris�cs when you used pencil bait especially and once you hooked huge GT up, you
must feel massive power from bu� sec�on for sure. You will be surprised that ability of cast
and force of res�tu�on which is hidden in blank of 80/8Dual thanks to technology of
NANOALLOY® from TORAY. Which means that burden of anglers should be reduced scenically.
Trget：GT・Yellowﬁn Tuna・Large kingﬁsh/ Lure：S�ck Bait・Popper with small cup face

Line: Max PE 10

Length: 2415mm

BS70/2
BS81/2

Weight: 390g

※These images are not illustrated on the full
potential or characteristics of rods. Please
understand that these pictures are taken
under the limited situation, it was loaded with
weight on rods gently.

Price:

Most powerful model in BlueReef series. Design of this blank enable anglers to manipulate
from large diving pencil to popper with large cup face. Because of toughness and s�ﬀness
loaded on this blank, anglers have to load their weight on the rod while ﬁgh�ng. But if you
could do that properly, it will be your reliable arm for sure. Even you are manipula�ng lure in
long distance, you will be able to handle it at your own will as directly as if it is nearby. Tend to
be monotonous rhythm when you aim GT, 710/10 will enable you to manipulate lure in various
way of ac�on.
Trget：GT・Yellowﬁn Tuna/ Lure：S�ck Bait・Popper with small cup face

81/6 Blacky 70°

81/8 Blacky 70°

b.780mm

Suitable reel size

Characteris�c of rods for boat cas�ng will be diﬀered because of
lure that you use, or style of your ﬁshing. For example, rods for tuna
are more ﬂexible to reduce burden of angler, rods for GT are s�ﬀer
to stop the powerful swim of GT and land it quickly. If you use diving
pencil mainly, be�er choose rod with ﬂexible �p or use popper
mainly, be�er choose rod with s�ﬀ �p.

D:6500 / S:14000～18000

/ 

b.790mm

Suitable reel size

D:6500 / S:14000～18000

/ 

Stiﬀness

a.520mm

b.780mm

Suitable reel size

BR 711/10
BR 711/8

●→BlueSniper Blacky TUNA-Model

Kingfish

●→BlueSniper Canary
●→BlueReef

BS 80/5

BS 81/10B

BS 82/6

BS 85/4C

BS 82/4

Dorado

BS 81/8B

BS 81/6B

BS 75/4

Bonito
BS 79/3

Bluefin Tuna

BS 81/2
a.520mm

Reel Seat: DPS20(Fuji)

Joint: Grip joint

Yellowfin Tuna

BS 70/2
b.780mm

Suitable reel size

BR 80/8

ＧＴ

D:6500 / S:14000～18000



BR 710/10

●→BlueSniper Boat-Casting

Yellowtail
a.520mm

81/10 Blacky 70°

※Comparison chart shows strength and stiﬀness visually. But it is based
on reference value from the concept of design so the feeling of stiﬀness
and strength of these rods is depend on personal equation. And also
please note that the stiﬀness doesnʼt mean the breaking strength.

Boat-Casting Model Comparison Table

a.520mm
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BS79/3

BS85/4Ca

Drag Max: 15kg/45°

/

Guide: SiC Ocean guide (Fuji)

BS82/4

BLUE REEF 710/10 Chugger

Length: 2495mm

/

BR80/8

●→BlueSniper（Rod in dark gray）

BLUE REEF 711/10

BLUE REEF 711/8 StickBait

BR711/8

BS75/4

D:6500 / S:14000～18000

Power
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BattleWhip 69L-S IKA METAL Tubular Tip Spinning Model
Lure: Egi ~80g Line: PE 0.4~1
2pcs

Length: 2075mm

Weight: 79g

Light weight of blanks transmits movement and vital informa�on of squid well and
moderate s�ﬀness allow you to manipulate heavier lure at your will. It is good to be
used at deep or rapid current area or when you aim large squid. Tubular �p spinning
model have versa�lity for squid ﬁshing from the boat on shallow area.

BattleWhip / IKA METAL Series / 4 Line up
Target / Squid

BattleWhip 69L-B IKA METAL Tubular Tip

IKAMETAL game is established as a one of off shore game
recent year.
Rod for this technical game is required high sensitivity and
operability.
We present you tubular tip model which is employed power and
sensitiveness, also solid tip model which is loaded high
usability to let you lure delicately. You can choose spinning
model or overhead reel model for both tubular tip model and
solid tip model. Length of these series are standardize 6ft9inch
to sustain both forte of long rod and short rod. These will cover
almost all situations of IKAMETAL game.
The lightness, sensitivity, and information which rod transmits
will be the huge advantage of anglers for sure.

Lure: Egi ~80g Line: PE 0.4~1
2pcs

Length: 2075mm

Weight: 97g







Lure: Egi ~70g Line: PE 0.4~1
2pcs

Length: 2075mm

Weight: 90g

Length: 2075mm

Weight: 106g

Overhead reel Model
Price:

If you aim squid on same range persistently, this overhead reel model with solid �p
is going to be the best partner for sure. Solid �p will tells you what is going on inside
of water and how is the reac�on of squid when you jerk, shake and stay your lure.
Although �p sec�on is very ﬂexible of course, moderate s�ﬀness and power are
loaded on belly and bu� sec�on.

   

b.455mm

Suitable reel size

D︓2500 / S︓2500~C3000

     

b.530mm

Suitable reel size

D︓100~200 / S︓100~200

 

b.455mm

Suitable reel size

D︓2500 / S︓2500~C3000

   

a.420mm

Guide: SiC-S stainless frame K guide+SiC stainless frame LDB guide(Fuji)
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2pcs

Solid Tip Model

a.365mm



Price:

This is the solid �p model which have go�en very high sensi�vity on �p sec�on. You
can feel vital informa�on from not only sense which is transmi�ed through blanks
but also from the slightest response of solid �p. It is very good at cas�ng and luring
quickly when targets are staying near the surface.

Tubular Tip Model

a.420mm



Price:

BattleWhip 69LS-S IKA METAL Solid Tip Spinning Model

Lure: Egi ~70g Line: PE 0.4~1

a.365mm



Overhead reel Model

This is the overhead model which is same blanks as spinning model. Compared to
spinning model, your will be able to control the range of water easier. It will be
advantage of anglers when you faced tougher situa�on than usual. Making use of
retrieving power of overhead reel, you can search deeper area lure them out more
aggressively with this model.

BattleWhip 69LS-B IKA METAL Solid Tip
These are comparison images of tubular �p
model and solid �p model which are loaded 120g
weight on �p. These have got same power on
bu� sec�on. Tip sec�on of solid �p model is
painted in white to no�ce even li�le touch of
squid visibly. Fluorescent paint is on the guides of
�p sec�on of tubular model to strike in the dark.

Price:

b.530mm

Suitable reel size

D︓100~200 / S︓100~200

Reel Seat: Spining Model VSS16 / Overhead reel Model TCS16(Fuji)

Joint: Put over Ferrule

BlueCurrent TZ NANO / BlueCurrent TZ / BlueCurrent / BlueCurrent Bait

BlueCurrent 85 TZ/NANO All Range
2019

Lure: 3~21g Line: PE 0.4~1
2pcs

New model

BlueCurrent TZ NANO

Black Sea Bream・Seabass etc

BlueCurrent TZ/NANO series are flag ship models which are
filled with our knowledge and techniques of designing blanks
of light game.
Once you fish with this series, you notice the lightness and high
sensitivity, casting feel that never get unwanted wobble and
massive power hidden in butt section will be increased when it
is bent. In 2019, 4 new models added to TZ/NANO series.
Various length, various type of power, and various kind of
characteristics to cover various situations and target that
anglers have to face.
New TZ/NANO models support anglers who will never stop
exploring to find new method and tactics on your own.

BlueCurrent 62 TZ/NANO Jighead Special
Lure: JH ~3g Line: NY・FC 1~3lb
2pcs

Length: 1880mm

Weight: 53g

Price:

As same as 58TZ, BlueCurrent 62TZ Nano have go�en sharpness within blanks
themselves and once ﬁsh is on, its bend nice and smoothly from �p to bu� sec�on.
Thanks to NANOALLOY® technology from TORAY, you can keep ﬁsh under control at
your own will and you cast lure with minimum mo�on so you do not have to worry
about rough condi�on if you choose it. We have sharpened this 62TZ up to
manipulate both jig head and plug delicately with high sensi�vity. Manipulate lure,
sense the small bite, strike, and ﬁght under your ini�a�ve… You will be able to enjoy
the all of elements of light game with it for sure.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh / Lure：Jighead・Small Sized Plug

NEW BlueCurrent 67 TZ/NANO Jighead Special
Lure: JH ~5g / Plug ~3.5g Line: PE ~0.4 / NY・FC 1~3lb
2pcs

Length: 2020mm

Weight: 61g

Price:

This is specialized model for jig head game which is employed high sensi�vity,
smoothness, and ﬂexibility on blanks. Although it is nice and ﬂexible, the sharpness
and speed of blanks are progressed while reducing unwanted wobble of �p sec�on.
Taking full of advantage of NANOALLOY® technology from TORAY, it has been
achieved seamless bend curve and incredible repulsive force that let you enjoy not
only big mackerel or rockﬁsh but also even a small target. Absolute power and
ultrahigh sensi�vity are united in blanks of this 67TZ/NANO.
Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh / Lure：Jighead・Small Sized Plug
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh / Lure：Jighead・Small Sized Plug
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Weight: 80g

Lure: 3~21g Line: PE 0.4~1

Price:

2pcs

If you want to do everything in light game category, we think that BlueCurrent 85/TZ
will make your dream come true. Every range of water will be covered with light line
by BlueCurrent 85/TZ which have been go�en sensi�veness and toughness. Blanks
with NANOALLOY® technology will support you to sense �ny contact from ﬁsh and
to pull ﬁsh up to surface of the sea smoothly. You will never lose ini�a�ve even if you
hook big one up accidently. You will be able to aim Rock Fish, Black Sea Bream,
Seabass (aim from top water to deep water), Horse Mackerel or even squid.
Target：Anything/ Lure：Anything

TORZITE Guide・Nano Blanks Series / 8 Line up

Target / Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh

Length: 2570mm

NEW BlueCurrent 93 TZ/NANO All Range
Length: 2825mm

Weight: 90g

Price:

Actually, it is all depends on your imagina�on to pull out the inﬁnite poten�al of this
93TZNano All-Range. We have extended length and enhanced power of 85TZNano
All-Range to cover farther range and tougher target. 85TZNano have been tuned as
93TZNano while keeping high sensi�vity and manipulability even though massive power
have been loaded on bu� sec�on. Of course, you can use it for Horse Mackerel or rockﬁsh,
it works for black sea bream, seabass or even for squid. As we men�oned, poten�al of
93TZNano All-Range become unlimited depending on your skill and imagina�on.
Target：Anything/ Lure：Anything

/    

NEW BlueCurrent 71 TZ/NANO Jighead Special

Lure: JH 0.3~5g / Rig ~7g / Plug 1.6~4.5g Line: PE ~0.4 / NY・FC 1~4lb
2pcs

Length: 2175mm

Weight: 63g

Price:

71TZNano is most regular ac�on in BlueCurrent Jig head special series. Although this is
specialized model for jig head game, you can approach to target with slow retrieving
of small plug or light rig. The sensi�vity while you are retrieving is high enough to sense
slightly changes of current and �ny vital informa�on. Fish will take your lure without
strangeness and blanks will bend smoother like seamless while on ﬁgh�ng. You will
rearise that is what we are pursuing as a rod smith for light game rod. Of course, the
poten�al of 71TZ Nano can be shown with PE line and also NY or FC line.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh / Lure：Jig head・Small Sized Rig・Small Sized Plug

BlueCurrent 72 TZ/NANO Jig Special
Lure: Jig 1.5~15g Line: PE 0.3~0.8
2pcs

Length: 2185mm

Weight: 70g

a.205mm

/    

a.265mm

This is the special tuned model which enable anglers manipulate various weight of
jigs from micro sized to 15g weight because of moderate strain of �p sec�on. We
have chosen NANOALLOY® technology from TORAY on bu� sec�on for extra
muscle. Its innova�ve to a material from TORAY LTD to achieve a high performance
of manipula�on and sensi�veness. Although you might sense the strain of blanks,
it will work as tenacity to land ﬁsh smoothly.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh・etc / Lure：Metal jig

/    

2pcs

Length: 2310mm

Weight: 74g

Price:

This rod which has been built with NANOALLOY® technology from TORAY is for
special situa�on. It achieved high sensi�vity and usability of various lures without
loosing repulsive force of rod even in the rapid current. The poten�als of this rod
will be shown mostly at the ﬁeld where the experts likes.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh・etc / Lure：Plug・Jig head・Sinker

a.270mm

Weight: 73g

b.335mm

Suitable reel size D:2000 / S:2000～C2500

/    

a.290mm

b.350mm

Suitable reel size D:2000 / S:2000～C2500

/

a.325mm

Lure: JH 0.8~5g / Rig 1.8~10.5g / Plug 1.5~8g Line: PE 0.2~0.6
Length: 2520mm

Suitable reel size D︓1000~2000 / S︓1000~C2000

b.390mm

Suitable reel size D:2000 / S:2000～C2500

b.375mm

Suitable reel size D:2000～2500 / S:2000～C2500

/  

NEW BlueCurrent 83 TZ/NANO Flex
2pcs

b.330mm

/   

BlueCurrent 77 TZ/NANO Stream Special
Lure: Plug 2～9g / Rig 1.5～13g Line: PE 0.3~0.8

Suitable reel size D︓1000~2000 / S︓1000~C2000

b.330mm

a.265mm

Price:

Suitable reel size D:1000～2000 / S:1000～C2000

b.275mm

a.310mm

Price:

If you wish to deliver light weight of jig head farther than ever and manipulate it as
you want, we are sure that 83TZNano will make you sa�sfy. Flexibility and
sensi�vity of blanks enable you to manipulate light weight of plug delicately even
you have delivered it farther than you have expected and you can manipulate it as
you are at close range. Blanks bend smoothly like seamless even ﬁsh run toward
you closer than expected and repulsive force will be enhanced more and more. If it
is rough condi�on at closer range of you, you can ﬁght without anxious thanks to
ability of reshaping itself speedy and forcefully a�er bend deeply.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh・etc / Lure：Jig head・Small Sized Rig・Small Sized Plug

/  

a.335mm

Guide: TORZITE �tanium frame K Guide（Fuji）

b.400mm

Suitable reel size D︓2500 / S︓2500~C3000

Reel Seat: VSS16(Fuji)

Joint: Put over Ferrule
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BlueCurrent 65/TZ Jighead Special

Lure: JH 0.2～5g Line: PE 0.2～0.4 / FC 0.8～3lb
2pcs

BlueCurrent TZ

TORZITE titanium frame K Guide Series / 5 Line up

Target / Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh・Black Sea Bream etc

“BlueCurrent TZ” series are filled with accumulated knowledges
and technologies of experienced craftsmen of YAMAGA Blanks.
We have reached to an answer how BlueCurrent supposed to be
by combination of TORZITE ring guide and well-trimmed
blanks. Although you will feel sharpness when you cast and
manipulate, we believe that you can enjoy smooth bending curve
when you are on fighting. We present you 3 for jig head and 2 for
various method.

Length: 1960mm

Weight: 58g

Price:

This model has been designed specially to enable anglers to earn the distance and
improve the manipula�on performance under using the jig head. You will be able to
cast 1g jig head line drive. Since the guide has become much lighter as it used to, TZ
model has been loaded with more sensi�ve �p sec�on. On the result of that, we
have achieved a greater level of cas�ng feelings and manipula�on.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh / Lure：Jig head

BlueCurrent 610/TZ Jighead Special

Lure: JH 0.3～6g Line: PE 0.2～0.4 / FC 1～3.5lb
2pcs

Length: 2088mm

Weight: 61g

Price:

This is the only model that almost has equal cas�ng feelings as JH65/TZ. It has been
designed to cover heavy weight jig heads and earn the distance. Bring this rod to
ﬁeld where you are required to cast from the height or cast long distance. Also it
has been loaded with tough bu� power.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh / Lure：Jig head

BlueCurrent 72/TZ

Lure: JH 0.2～5g / Rig 0.2～7ｇ Line: PE 0.2～0.6
2pcs

Length: 2195mm

Weight: 63g

Price:

Thisi s the basic model of BlueCurrent TZ series for light game. we have redesigned
blanks to make �p sec�on more sensi�ve than previous model. You will be able to
handle various items that are from jig head and sinker rigs with it. Because of this high
sensi�vity, high controllability, you will be able to ﬁsh delicately at your own will.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh / Lure：Jig head・Sinker・Plug

BlueCurrent 58/TZ Jighead Special
Lure: JH ～3g Line: NY・FC 1～3lb
2pcs

Length: 1730mm

Weight: 50g

BlueCurrent 76/TZ

Price:

BlueCurrent 58TZ is technical short length model which have been designed to be
enable anglers to strike aggressively or let hooks on ﬁsh mouth almost automa�cally
with high operate ability of lures. Although, this is specialized model for jig head, so
you can twitch and jerk jig head at will of course, you can cast �ny plug up to 3g and
give it ac�on delicately as you wish to. It have go�en wide range of release point
thanks to ﬂexibility of blanks even though it has employed sharpness and lightness
and it will bend nicely to pull ﬁsh up to surface with extra muscle hidden inside of it.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh / Lure：Jig head・Plug

/

b.270mm

Suitable reel size

Weight: 69g

Price:

D:1000～2000 / S:1000～C2000

Suitable reel size

b.305mm

D:1000～2000 / S:1000～C2000

 

NEW BlueCurrent 76 Stream

New model

a.265mm

Lure: MAX 12g Line: PE 0.3~0.8
2pcs

b.330mm

Suitable reel size

BlueCurrent Ⅲ

SiC-S stainless frame guide BlueCurrent Third generation
a.270mm

b.335mm

Suitable reel size

D:2000 / S:C2000

Length: 2290mm

Weight: 81g

Price:

This BlueCurrent 76 Stream have been designed to let you manipulate various size
of plugs around 5cm for horse mackerel and rock ﬁsh, around 6 to 9cm for seabass
and black sea bream. If you wish to aim target on surface of water with plugs, this
specialized model which is enable you to manipulate top water plug delicately,
twitching minnow or retrieving sinking pencil going to be your big help. Moderate
s�ﬀness on �p and belly sec�on will let you ﬁsh with seamless ac�on. Although
seabass and black sea bream are main target of 76 Stream, it is good to be used for
plugging game of horse mackerel and rock ﬁsh as well.

D:1000～2000 / S:1000～C2000

/

Target / Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh
Black Sea Bream・Seabass etc


/

a.300mm

b.365mm

Guide: TORZITE �tanium frame K Guide（Fuji） Reel Seat: VSS16(Fuji)
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Length: 2288mm

 

a.240mm

 /

2pcs

It will cover various situa�ons with various kind of lures as such as jig head, sinker,
or plug. Although it have been loaded sensi�ve and ﬂexible �p sec�on to
manipulate jig head, power of bu� sec�on is enough to stop running of good sized
horse mackerel and rock ﬁsh. It is also well balanced for using top water plugs.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh・Black Sea Bream
Lure：Jig head・Sinker・Plug

 

a.200mm

/

Lure: JH 0.3～5g / Rig 0.3～10ｇ / Plug 1.8～7g Line: PE 0.3～0.6

Suitable reel size

a.290mm

D:2000 / S:2000~2500

Joint: Put over Ferrule

Guide: SiC-S stainless frame K guide(Fuji)

b.355mm

Reel Seat: VSS16(Fuji)

Suitable reel size

D︓2000 / S︓2000~2500

Joint: Put over Ferrule
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BlueCurrent / SiC-S stainless frame guide Series / 5 Line up
Target / Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh・Black Sea Bream etc

We have been pursuing that how we keep “BlueCurrent” low budget
while achieving high performance of casting, handling, durability
and sensitiveness as a high quality fishing equipment for light target
of salt water. Even though all of these models have sensitive and
flexible tip section to reduce the chance of losing fish, the strong
repulsive power on butt section will allow anglers to apply good
amount of pressure on fish and land it smoothly.

Lure: JH ~3g Line: NY・FC 1~3lb

Length: 1780mm

Weight: 59g

Price:

We have tried to load to 510 most delicate �p sec�on ever as tubular blank and
more power will be loaded to bu� sec�on when it is bent while keeping sharpness
as short rod. You will be able to cast and manipulate �ny jig head such as less than
0.5g without any stress and also it have been go�en enough power on bu� sec�on
to keep large one under control as a well-balanced rod for jig head ﬁshing.
Target：Horse Mackerel / Lure：Jig head

2pcs

BlueCurrent 80

Lure: JH 0.5~5g / Sinker 1.8~10g

Line: PE 0.2~0.4 / NY・FC 1~3lb

Length: 2042mm

Weight: 68g

Price:

Compared to the previous model, the cas�ng of lighter jig heads have been improved
with a sharper cas�ng feel. The sensi�vity of blanks has also been improved for
anglers to even sense the slightest changes in the bites, resul�ng in a swi� and
smooth hooking. This will become your basic model as an all rounder Aji game rod.
Target：Horse Mackerel / Lure：Jig head

Weight: 74g

Price:

Line: PE 0.3~0.6

Length: 2440mm

Weight: 80g

Price:

This is a long length rod ideal for the rock ﬁsh game or Aji game oﬀ the rocks or areas
that require long distance cas�ng. You will be shocked to feel the lightness of this 8�
rod and how sharp the cas�ng feel is. The quality and performance of the blank is
astounding when considering this price range.The high sensi�vity in the long
distance range and the ﬂexible yet strong bu� will eﬀec�vely bring in your ﬁsh. We
oﬀer a new dimension for your light game.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh / Lure：Jig head・Sinker・Plug

BlueCurrent 82F NANO
Line: Max PE 0.6

2pcs

Lure: JH 0.3~5g / Sinker 1.8~6g

Line: PE 0.2~0.5 / NY・FC 1~4lb

Length: 2230mm

The �p is ﬂexible enough to even capture the bites of the smallest of ﬁsh, yet having an
overall sharp feeling to it. With its outstanding cas�ng ability and the wide range of the
release point, it is great for all levels of anglers. We have managed to create a very
versa�le rod for not only targe�ng the Aji, but also for the Mebaru (rock ﬁsh) game.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh / Lure：Jig head・Sinker・Plug

Lure: Max 18g

BlueCurrent 68
2pcs

Lure: JH 0.3~5g / Sinker 1.8~8g

2pcs

BlueCurrent 510
2pcs

BlueCurrent 74

Length: 2495mm

Weight: 80g

Price:

When you face the situa�on that you need to cast ﬂoat rig a farther, we recommend
you to choose this BlueCurrent 82F Nano. You can cast even heavy ﬂoat rig
comfortably and keep large horse Mackerel or Rock ﬁsh under control at your own
will thanks to massive power of bu� sec�on with NANOALLOY® technology from
TORAY. On the other hand, �p sec�on with ul�mate sensi�veness make you sense
even micro bite of spooky ﬁsh.Of course you can cast and manipulate sinker, plug or
metal jig without any stress.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh / Lure：Float Rig・Sinker・Plug・Small Sized Metal jigs

BlueCurrent 63

Overhead reel Model

Lure: Max 5g Line: Max PE 0.6

BlueCurrent / Overhead reel Model
SiC-S stainless frame guide Series / 3 Line up

2pcs

Target / Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh・Black Sea Bream etc

BlueCurrent overhead models are designed to cast and
manipulate light weight of lure without any stress. The high
sensitivity transmits movement and vital information of even
small target or slightly changes of current so you can deliver
light jig head where you wish to.
We present you 63 & 71 for light game with jig head and also
78NANO for wide range of target of light game category as
such as black sea bream or seabass.



Length: 1920mm

Weight: 76g

Price:

If you use jig head weight around 1〜2g mainly or even 0.5g, we recommend you to
choose this 63 overhead model. You will be able to sense �ny contact of ﬁsh when jig
head is falling and you can manipulate jig head for wind game around 2〜3g at your
own will then set hook on aggressively because of blanks that well balanced and well
designed. Although it is overhead model, you will cast long distance as well as you do
with spinning reel thanks to combina�on of this blanks and latest overhead reels.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh / Lure：Jig head

BlueCurrent 71

Overhead reel Model

Lure: Max 8g Line: Max PE 0.8
2pcs

Length: 2160mm

Weight: 80g

Price:

This is long length and mul�purpose model of 63 overhead for anglers to manipulate
not only jig head but also plug or micro jig. It is of course suit for Horse mackerel (Aji),
also you will be able to keep rockﬁsh or black sea bream under control and land it
smoothly thanks to that enough bu� power. These 63,71 are also works well for
game oﬀ the boat.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh / Lure：Jig head・Plug

BlueCurrent 78 NANO Overhead reel Model
a.210mm

Lure: Max 15g Line: Max PE 0.8

Suitable reel size D:1000～2000 / S:1000～C2000

b.270mm

2pcs

 

a.265mm

Suitable reel size D:1000～2000 / S:1000～C2000

b.325mm

a.270mm

Suitable reel size

b.330mm

D:2000 / S:C2000

Price:

a.215mm

Suitable reel size Overhead reel for Finnesse game

b.335mm

   



a.300mm

Suitable reel size

b.360mm

D:2000 / S:2000～2500

a.245mm

b.365mm

Suitable reel size Overhead reel for Finnesse game

   



a.325mm
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Weight: 87g

    



Guide: SiC-S stainless frame K guide(Fuji)

Length: 2335mm

If you are required to cast a long distance, we recommend you to pick this. This
versa�le overhead model enable you to manipulate sinker, plugs and jigs then you
can aim not only horse mackerel and rockﬁsh but also black sea bream and seabass
because of that accuracy of cast and amazing power of bu� sec�on.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockﬁsh・Black Sea Bream
Lure：Sinker・Plug・Small Sized Metal jigs

b.385mm

Reel Seat: IPS16(Fuji)

Suitable reel size

Joint: Put over Ferrule

D:2000 / S:C2000～2500

a.265mm

b.385mm

Suitable reel size Overhead reel for Finnesse game

Guide: SiC-S stainless frame K guide+SiC-S titanium frame RV Guide on butt guide (Fuji)

Reel Seat: PMTS17(Fuji)

Joint: Put over Ferrule
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BlueCurrent TZ/NANO & BlueCurrent TZ

BlueCurrent TZ/NANO & BlueCurrent TZ / Bending Curve / Load 250g

Load 250g

●→BlueCurrent TZ/NANO NEW Model of 2019（Rod in Orange）
●→BlueCurrent TZ/NANO（Rod in Green）
●→BlueCurrent TZ（Rod in Black）

Shore Casting
93TZ

85TZ /NANO
72TZ
NANO

NANO

EARLY Plus / EARLY for Surf

77TZ /NANO
Ballistick / Ballistick Bait / Ballistick HIRA

These are comparison images of BlueCurrent TZ series which
are loaded 250g weight on �p. 4 new models added to TZ/NANO
series in 2019 to enhance this category.
83TZ/NANO retuned to be sharper and tougher while increasing
ﬂexibility and sensi�vity compared to previous 83TZ. (Rods in
green and orange) 93TZ/NANO is designed as totally diﬀerent
model from previous 91TZ to enhance versa�lity as All-Range.
67TZ/NANO and 71TZ/NANO which are added as jig head
special is designed to become more ﬂexible and sensi�ve while
enhancing the speed and force of reshape to original posi�on.

83TZ /NANO

76TZ
72TZ

71TZ /NANO

610TZ
58TZ 62TZ 65TZ

67TZ /NANO

NANO

BlueCurrent & BlueCurrent Overhead reel Model

BlueCurrent SiC-S stainless frame guide model & BlueCurrent Bait model
Bending Curve / Load 250g

Load 250g

●→BlueCurrent 76 Stream（Rod in Orange）
●→BlueCurrent（Rod in Black）

●→BlueCurrent Overhead reel Model（Rod in Green）

B78

NANO

82F/NANO

76ST
B71

This is characteris�cs comparison of BlueCurrent series
(SiC-S/stainless frame guide )which are loaded 250g weight on
�p.This series have more versa�lity than BlueCurrent TZ
series.76 Stream which was added in 2018 have been designed
speciﬁcally for manipula�ng plug to aim Rockﬁsh, black sea
bream or seabass.
82F have been designed to cast ﬂoat rig a long distance and also
loaded enough power to keep seabass under control. Regarding
overhead models, 63 and 71 are for light target, then 78 is good
to be used for black sea bream, rockﬁsh or seabass.

80Ⅱ

B63
510

74Ⅱ
68Ⅱ
※These images are not illustrated on the full potential
or characteristics of rods. Please understand that
these pictures are taken under the limited situation, it
was loaded with weight on rods gently.

BlueCurrent Comparison Table

Stiﬀness

This is characteris�cs comparison of BlueCurrent series. We
have put an importance on sensi�veness and toughness as
a favor of natural bending curve. S�ﬀness which is on this
table have been caused by feeling when you actually ﬁsh
and speed of pulling ﬁsh up to surface. On the other hand,
we have considered that power on this table have been
caused by the biggest size of ﬁsh according to limit of
strength of line.
BC63B

BC93TN
BC85TN

BC83TN

BC77TN

BC82F

BC80Ⅱ
BC71B
BC74Ⅱ

BC71TN

BC76ST
BC76T

●→BlueCurrent TZ NANO
●→BlueCurrent TZ
●→BlueCurrent

●→BlueCurrent Overhead reel Model

BC72T
BC510
BC62TN

BC67TN
BC610T

BC68Ⅱ
※Comparison chart shows strength and stiﬀness
visually. But it is based on reference value from
the concept of design so the feeling of stiﬀness
and strength of these rods is depend on personal
equation. And also please note that the stiﬀness
doesnʼt mean the breaking strength.

BC65T

BC58T

Power
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BC72TN
BC78B

EARLY Plus 96M

EARLY Plus 102MH

Lure: 7~35g Line: PE 0.8~2
2pcs

Length: 2895mm

Weight: 170g

Lure: 12~50g Line: PE 1.2~3

Price:

2pcs

This has been designed to be ﬁshed on surf or mouth of large river and it have been
loaded enough power and speed on blanks to cast heavy lures such as metal
vibra�on or heavy jig head in against wind. We think that you will be able to feel it
has not only enough toughness on bu� sec�on to keep ﬁsh under control even in
backwash. And you will be able to do light jigging from shore using metal jig which
is up to 35g with it.
Target：Fla�ish・Seabass・Small sized Blue-Runner / Field : Surf・Rocks・Port・Estuary
Lure：All kind of Vibra�ons・All kind of Minnow・Heavy Jig Head・Metal Jig

2pcs

Target / Seabass・Flatﬁsh・Hair-tail・Small sized Blue-Runner

EARLY Plus for Seabass game which have been highly regarded
since it have been released because of that cost performance as
fishing rod that is proudly made in japan without any
compromises. Every single Blank which is produced by
YAMAGA Blanks is designed to pursue the lightness, the
ability of casting and toughness as a reliable tool for fishing.
The characteristic of EARLY Plus is blanks which has been
loaded sharpness and tenacious butt section with toughness.
Once large seabass is on, rod will be bent and power of lifting
will increase when it is bent more and more.

Lure: 7~28g Line: PE 0.8~1.5
2pcs

Length: 2630mm

Weight: 140g

Price:

This 88ML is versa�le model which is the core of this series. Early+ 88ML has been
designed to manipulate minnow around 12cm mainly, or various lures like
vibra�ons, sinking pencil etc… This comfortable length is good to be ﬁshed at
mudﬂats or wading ﬁshing in the river mouth.
Target：Seabass / Lure：Minnow around 12cm・Vibra�ons・Sinking pencil
Field：Mudﬂat・Estuary

Length: 3055mm

2pcs

Length: 2855mm

Weight: 187g

a.345mm

2pcs

Price:

b.465mm

Price:

Early+ 95ML is the best model to explore the huge area like mudﬂats, river mouth or
surf. To search the pin spot of changes of landscape or explore the sea current widely,
this is the perfect rod for search game in an open area. Although this is ML class rod, it
has been loaded with enough power on the bu� sec�on to make large size class sea bass
under control, which means, it is strong enough to ﬁght a big ﬁsh from rocks or surf.
Target：Seabass・Fla�ish / Lure：Minnow around 12cm・Vibra�ons・Sinking Pencil
Field：Mudﬂat・Estuary・Surf・Rocks

Length: 2935mm

Weight: 224g

Price:

Early+ 98H will be able to cover the situa�ons where you use big bait, metal jig or
large lures like top plug for bluerunner. This is the most powerful model of Early+
series that enables anglers to pull out large sized sea bass from wave dissipa�ng
block, to ﬁght against Blue runner around 5kg. Although it has go�en the power like
once you ﬁsh with it you will feel the lightness and sharpness of it.
Target：Seabass・Blue-Runner（Up to 5kg）
Lure：Big Bait・Plugs for Blue-Runner・Metal Jig / Field : Rocks・Surf・Dickes etc

Suitable reel size

D:2500 / S:2500～C3000

Suitable reel size

D:2500～3000 / S:C3000～4000

  

a.375mm

Weight: 147g

Price:

 

EARLY Plus 95ML

Lure: 7~28g Line: PE 0.8~1.5

Lure: 18~60g Line: PE 1.5~3

Early+ 100M is the best to be used at the ﬁeld where long distance cas�ng is
required like rocks, dikes, surf or large rivers. Although it has go�en enough power
on the blanks to cast minnow over 14cm or like heavy vibra�on, it has also got high
level of sensi�vity.
Target：Seabass・Fla�ish / Lure：Minnow around 12〜14cm・Vibra�ons
・Sinking pencil・Metal Jig / Field：Rocks・Estuary・Surf・Dikes etc

EARLY Plus 88ML
EARLY Plus / Seabass Series / 9 Line up

Weight: 213g

EARLY Plus 98H

EARLY Plus 100M

Lure: 10~35g Line: PE 1~2.5

Length: 3100mm

This is a long length rod for not only large sized sea bass but also for black ﬁn sea bass
or small sized blue runner. 102MH has been designed for the game where you may
require to cast large plugs long distance or light shore jigging game that you can
manipulate jigs around 50g rhythmically. This is the powerful model with tough bu�
sec�on which will enable anglers to stop the large sizes on the last-ditch eﬀort.
Target：Seabass・Black Fin Seabass・Blue-Runner（around 1〜3kg）
Lure：Minnow over 14cm・Plugs for Blue-Runner・Metal Jig / Field：Rocks・Surf・Dikes et

b.500mm

  

a.365mm

b.485mm

Suitable reel size

D:2500～3000 / S:C3000～4000

 

EARLY Plus 92XML
Lure: 7~32g Line: PE 0.8~2
2pcs

Length: 2780mm

a.340mm

Weight: 147g

Early+ 92XML have blanks which has been combined with sensi�veness and high
resilience �p with persistence and tough bu� sec�on. This has been loaded more
power than 95ML in order to aim the large size sea bass at the ﬁeld where the current
is running rapidly like large river, river mouth or straits. The large sea bass and many
other big ones has been caught with this 92XML. This could be called a ranker hunter.
Target：Seabass / Lure : Minnow 12cm・Vibra�ons・Sinking pencil
Field：Straits・Rocks・Estuary・Rivers・Surf

Suitable reel size

b.480mm

Price:

D:2500 / S:2500～C3000

 

a.350mm

Suitable reel size

b.490mm

D:2500 / S:C3000

 

EARLY Plus 81M

Lure: 6~32g Line: PE 0.8~1.5
2pcs

Length: 2475mm

Weight: 130g

a.385mm

Price:

This has been tuned as special model not only for Seabass but also for Hair-tail from
shore. We have designed this well balanced model to keep jig head under control and
jerking with a steady rhythm. Tip and belly sec�on which have go�en ﬂexibility and
high sensi�vity will help you to manipulate minnow around 12〜14 cm when you aim
at trophy size of Seabass.
Target：Seabass・Hair-tail / Lure：Lures for wind ﬁshing・Minnows around 12cm
Field：Port・Estuary

b.520mm

Suitable reel size

D:3000 / S:3000～4000

 

a.405mm

Suitable reel size

D:3000 / S:3000～4000

b.570mm

Suitable reel size

D:3000～3500 / S:4000

b.570mm

Suitable reel size

D:3500～4000 / S:4000～5000

b.540mm

 

EARLY Plus 86M

Lure: 6~32g Line: PE 0.8~1.5
2pcs

Length: 2580mm

Weight: 142g

Price:

This is the one that enable angler to manipulate vibra�on without any stress and to
feel good response when you are jerking minnow hard. We have designed this model
to manipulate lures which you can sense the feeling of resistance of water when you
retrieve it without any stress. Of course it have been loaded high sensi�vity to sense
the feeling of small contact while you are manipula�ng lure. You will be able to no�ce
that you will have less problem when it is hooked up itself, lands ﬁsh smoothly with
it even when you are wading. We propose this model to seabass ﬁsher who is
searching big ﬁsh in all of range of the waters.
Target：Seabass・Fla�ish・Hair-tail / Lure：All kind of Vibra�ons・All kind of Minnow
Field：Port・Rivers
32

a.435mm

 

a.435mm

Guide: SiC-S stainless frame K guide(Fuji)
Joint:Put over Ferrule
Reel Seat: [100M・102MH・98H] DPS18/BACK STOP BACK STOP Double Nut [96M] VSS17/BACK STOP BACK STOP Double Nut [Rest of All] VSS16/All modelBACK STOP BACK STOP Double Nut(Fuji)
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New model

Ballistick / Seabass Series / 5 Line up

Ballistick 94M TZ/NANO

Target/ Seabass・Flatﬁsh

Ballistick series are flagship models for Seabass game from
YAMAGA Blanks to adjust the various situation and we have
succeeded to achieve all factors that are required to make it
excellent seabass rod without any compromise.
NANOALLOY® from TORAY have been loaded to blank itself to get
high cast ability and high sensitiveness to keep fish under control.

EARLY / Surf Game Series / 3 Line up
Target/ Flatﬁsh・Seabass・Black ﬁn seabass
・Small sized Blue-Runner

We have developed 3 types of new EARLY which are 103M,
105MH and 109MMH for fishing on sandy or rocky beach.
We have focused on ability of long distance cast, lightness to
keep your concentration higher and strength to deliver heavy
jig farther than you think.
Of course these are good to be used for flat fish with minnow,
metal jig or jig head on surf, also suits to black fin seabass or
blue runner from surf.
Additionally, these three will work for tougher situation such
as light shore jigging to aim blue runner, black fin seabass from
rocks.
Although these are perfect for surf fishing, you can fish on
various situations and fields to aim many kind of target with
these 3 kind of new face.
We believe that you will be able to hunt big one which might be
hiding the spot where you could not reach.

Lure: 8g~42g Line: PE 0.8~1.5
2pcs

Length: 3150mm

Lure: 5~24g Line: PE 0.6~1.2
2pcs

2pcs

Weight: 174g

Weight: 195g

Price:

109MMH have been loaded specialized ability to deliver plugs much farther than
you can imagine even if its small or big plugs. Flexible and sensi�ve �p sec�on will
be enable you to not only cast light lure easily but also sense slightly changes of
current or situa�ons of bo�om sea even in night �me. You can handle plug around
45g without any stress as same as 105MH, so please take this 109MMH to aim
seabass or black ﬁn seabass from rocky or sandy beach.
Target：Fla�ish・Seabass＆Black ﬁn seabass / Lure：Plug・Jig head・Metal Jig
Field：Surf・Rocks

Lure: 10~50g Line: PE 1~2
2pcs

Price:

If you wish to cast and manipulate various kind of lures as such as minnow 9cm class,
sinking pencil minnow 40g, jig minnow or jig head, this EARLY 103M is going to be
enable you to ﬁsh comfortably thanks to that excellent cas�ng feel. As long as you
have loaded power on blanks even small amount, you can get enough distance
without losing energy and concentra�ons. This 103M can be handled by any level
and type of anglers for sure.
Target：Fla�ish・Seabass / Lure：Plug・Jig head・Metal Jig etc
Field：Surf・Rocks・Estuary

Length: 3180mm

Weight: 120g

2pcs

Price:

2pcs

Length: 2605mm

Price:

Length: 2910mm

Weight: 151g

Price:

If you wish to cast heavy lure as such as minnow size around 14cm, metal jig, sinking
pencil or heavy vibra�on further, we recommend you to choose 96MMH. We
promise that you will be able to cast heavy lure a great distance on surf or rocks
even in headwind. 96MMH will help you to maintain your concentra�on because
you will hardly get �red thanks to lightness and handleability of it.
Target : Seabass・Fla�ish / Lure : Plug・Metal jig / Field : Surf・Rocks・Estuary

Ballistick 102MH TZ/NANO

Ballistick 86M TZ/NANO
Lure: 6~32g Line: PE 0.8~1.5

Weight: 143g

Lure: 8~42g Line: PE 1~2

Weight: 122g

2pcs

Price:

This is the medium class rod which have been loaded versa�lity to use lure from
minnow sized 9〜14cm to heavy vibra�on without any stress when you are wading.
If you do not want to lose ini�a�ve when you have hooked huge seabass up while
you are wading in the river, it will work for you because of powerful bu� sec�on
with NANOALLOY® technology.
Target : Seabass / Lure : Minnow 9~14cm・Plug / Field : Rivers・Mudﬂats

Length: 3110mm

Weight: 177g

Price:

When you aim huge seabass on surf or rocks, 102MH will be your reliable partner
for sure. It is powerful enough to aim huge Seabass over a meter or even Black-Fin
Seabass and small sized Blue-Runner on rocks. We recommend you to take 102MH
if you are going to aim large ﬂa�ish on surf thanks to poten�al of power, sharpness,
and ability of cas�ng.
Target : Seabass・Big sized Fla�ish / Lure : Plug・Metal jig
Field : Surf・Rocks・Estuary of large river

/
Weight: 192g

Price:

This 105MH have most powerful blanks of new 10� series to deliver 50g of lure
farther than ever you have reached. Especially the bu� sec�on of 105MH have been
loaded huge power to launch heavy lure farther than your expecta�ons and also to
keep big target under control without losing ini�a�ve. High versa�lity employed to
blanks for target as such as seabass, black ﬁn seabass, or blue runner from rocky and
sandy beach, rocks or piers.
Target：Fla�ish・Seabass＆Black ﬁn seabass / Lure：Plug・Jig head・Metal Jig etc
Field：Surf・Rocks

a.350mm

b.450mm

Suitable reel size

D︓2500~3000 / S︓C3000~4000

b.450mm

Suitable reel size

D︓2500~3000 / S︓C3000~4000

b.460mm

Suitable reel size

D︓2500~3000 / S︓C3000~4000

 /

a.350mm

 /

 

a.420mm

b.525mm

Suitable reel size

a.355mm

D︓3000~3500 / S︓4000~C5000

  /

 

a.430mm

b.535mm

Suitable reel size

a.355mm

D︓3000~4000 / S︓4000~C5000

b.470mm

Suitable reel size

D︓3000 / S︓3000~4000

Suitable reel size

D︓3000~3500 / S︓4000

  /

 

a.435mm

b.540mm

Guide: SiC-S stainless frame K guide(Fuji) Reel Seat: DPS18(Fuji)
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Length: 3295mm

Length: 2850mm

Lure: 8~38g Line: PE 1~2

If you are required to twitch or jerk minnow delicately, we recommend you to
choose this 92ML which have been loaded sensi�ve �p sec�on. Also it was
designed to be well balanced and high responded model with sensi�veness. You
will be able to take this for seabass ﬁshing does not ma�er day game or night game
to lure the big one with this strength and sensi�veness.
Target : Seabass / Lure : Plug / Field : Estuary・Port

NEW EARLY 109MMH
Lure: 8~50g Line: PE 1~2

Length: 2790mm

2pcs

This is the mul�-purpose seabass rod to cover various situa�on with minnow,
sinking pencil or vibra�on lures. You will be able to sense changes of current or �ny
contact of seabass thanks to sharpness and sensi�veness of blank itself. Of course
it have been go�en enough power to land ﬁsh at your own will.
Target : Seabass・Fla�ish / Lure : Plug
Field : Rivers(lower to mouth)・Port・Surf・Mudﬂats

Ballistick 96MMH TZ/NANO

Ballistick 92ML TZ/NANO

NEW EARLY 105MH

NEW EARLY 103M

Lure: 6~35g Line: PE 0.8~1.5

Suitable reel size

Joint: Put over Ferrule

D︓3000~4000 / S︓4000~C5000

a.385mm

b.500mm

Guide: TZ Titanium frame K Guide + Top Guide : Flange Ring Guide（Fuji）

Reel Seat: [92ML・86M・94M] VSS16 [Rest of All]:VSS16(Fuji)

Joint: Spigot Ferrule
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Ballistick 93M NANO
Ballistick Overhead reel Model / Seabass Series / 5 Line up
Target / Seabass・Flatﬁsh・Black ﬁn seabass

Blanks of Ballistick overhead models are adjusted to be utilized
advantage of overhead tackles as such as casting feel,
sensitivity, toughness, and stability of reeling.
Although blanks of these are quite flexible to be loaded weight
of lure easily, you will notice that enough sharpness is hidden
inside of these.

Ballistick 810ML RC NANO
Lure: 7~32g Line: PE 0.8~1.5
2pcs

Length: 2695mm

Overhead reel Model

Weight: 134g

Price:

This is special tuned model to pursue accuracy of cast when you ﬁsh at upper or mid
of the river. Moderate Modulus of these blanks will help anglers to cast lure with
minimum mo�on and deliver it to underneath of over hung at your own will with
higher accuracy.It is well designed to let anglers manipulate lure in a current river
without any stress, and well balanced power which is accumulated inside of the
blank will help anglers to pull the big one out from even rapid current.
Target：Seabass / Lure：Plug
Field：Rivers（Especially the ﬂow velocity ﬁeld in the upper - middle region）

Ballistick 85M NANO

Overhead reel Model

Lure: 8~42g Line: PE 1~2
2pcs

Length: 2560mm

Weight: 136g

Price:

This is the basic model for seabass game on rivers and port. You will be able to
manipulate vibra�ons or sinking pencil which eﬀects the lures when it is falling in the
water at your own will and also accuracy cast around structures with this 85M.This is
also good for rockﬁsh game while u�lizing sharpness and s�ﬀness of blanks.
Target：Seabass / Lure：Plug・Metal jig/ Field：Rivers・Port
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2pcs

Length: 3135mm

Overhead reel Model
Weight: 191g

Price:

This is over head model with massive power to ﬁsh from rocky shore. We have
loaded enough power, cast ability and sensi�veness to blanks of these to aim black
ﬁn seabass in tough situa�on.For example you are required to cast against head
wind, on the ﬁght at rocky beach or else. You will be surprised that accuracy cast,
quickness to make ﬁrst ac�on, power of li�ing and dexterity performance of this
103MH/NANO is as a versa�le overhead tackle. Of course, this is recommended to
anglers who are aiming at giant ﬂat ﬁsh from surf while using jig, vibra�on or plas�c
warm eﬀec�vely. Although it has go�en so incredible power on blanks, you can
develop some strategy of the game sensi�vely and delicately as same as spinning
tackle while ﬁshing with heavier line.
Target：Seabass（Including Black-ﬁn seabass）・Small sized Blue-runner
Lure：Plug・Metal jig / Field：Rocks・Surf

Ballistick 710XH BIG-BAIT
Lure: Max 120g Line: Max PE 3
2pcs

Length: 2385mm

Ballistick HIRA / Black ﬁn Seabass Model / 4 Line up
Target / Black ﬁn Seabass・Flatﬁsh・BlueRunner

Ballistick Hira for black fin seabass have been designed to cast
even in rough condition without loosing accuracy and to keep
your initiative while you are fighting with unexpected big fish on
complicated rocky shore.
Even though you might feel some stiffness when you hold it, It is
sensitive and flexible enough to control fish smoothly reducing
the chance of breaking off.
Blanks will keep applying good amount of pressure on fish thanks
to potential and characteristics of NANOALLLOY® technology.

Weight: 210g

Lure: 7~45g Line: Max PE 2
2pcs

Length: 3230mm

Weight: 198g

Price:

This is one of the perfect rod for Black-Fin Seabass to cover various situa�on and ﬁeld
to aim it. You will be able to cast and manipulate, not only minnow Black-Fin Seabass
but also any kind of lures as such as small sized sinking pencil, vibra�on or jig head
even in headwind. Although this is the MH class rod, it has loaded enough power to
ﬁght and keep large sized Black-Fin Seabass under control.
Target : Black ﬁn seabass / Lure : Plug・Vibra�ons / Field :Rocks

Lure: 8~50g Line: Max PE 2.5
2pcs

Length: 3360mm

Weight: 228g

Price:

Although this 11MH have been designed for Black-Fin Seabass, it is tough enough to keep
Blue Runner up to 5kg under control. Of course, you will be able to manipulate plug
delicately and once you hooked even huge one at tough ﬁeld, you will never lose ini�a�ve
for sure. If you are an angler who ﬁsh in tough situa�ons and wish to land ﬁsh smoothly
without any stress, we recommend you to take 11MH which will be huge advantage for you.
Target : Black ﬁn seabass・BlueRunner / Lure : Plug・Vibra�ons・Metal jig / Field :Rocks

Overhead reel Model
Price:

This is the special model to cast and manipulate Big Bait lures included lures for large
mouth bass. You will be able to cast and manipulate Big Bait at your own will with
this 710XH. We recommend this 710XH for anglers who are going to aim at seabass
which is staying in rapid current or pin spot around structures as well as looking for
large sized bait ﬁsh such as shad or sweet ﬁsh that is going down stream to spawn.
Target：Seabass / Lure：Plug(Big bait) / Field：Rivers・Port

Ballistick HIRA 107MH TZ/NANO

Ballistick HIRA 11MH TZ/NANO

Ballistick HIRA 11H TZ/NANO

Ballistick HIRA 107M TZ/NANO
Lure: 7~40g Line: Max PE 1.5
2pcs

Length: 3230mm

Weight: 196g

Lure: 10~60g Line: Max PE 3
2pcs

Price:

This technical rod let you land huge ﬁsh very smoothly without losing ini�a�ve and
you will be able to get less chance of hook oﬀ thanks to ﬂexibility of blanks
themselves. Flexibility of blanks employed NANOALLOY® technology will apply good
pressure to ﬁsh con�nuously. More ﬂexibility than MH class is loaded to blank of �p
to belly sec�on without losing sharpness when you cast. It have been adjusted to use
light line, cast and manipulate lure comfortably. If you are going to try variety of
tac�cs and method to lure monster ﬁsh, this 107M must be a huge advantage for you.
Target : Black ﬁn seabass / Lure : Plug・Vibra�ons / Field :Rocks

a.420mm

b.465mm

Length: 3360mm

Weight: 241g

Price:

This is the mighty rod for Black-Fin Seabass. Although it is powerful enough to catch
Black-Fin Seabass over 10kg, you will sense how light and sharp it is when you
actually ﬁsh. You don’t have to worry about hooking Blue Runner up suddenly when
you are trying to aim Black Fin Seabass because of ul�mate power hidden in blanks
of 11 H. But it is not just tough rod. Once you hold it and cast, manipulate heavy lure
in headwind, we believe that you will no�ce that it has been loaded sharpness and
sensi�veness on blanks to make expert or even beginner anglers sa�sfy.
Target : Black ﬁn seabass・BlueRunner
Lure : Plug・Vibra�ons・Metal jig / Field :Rocks・Isolated island

Suitable reel size

D︓3000~3500 / S︓4000

b.555mm

Suitable reel size

D︓3000~3500 / S︓4000

b.555mm

Suitable reel size

D︓3500~4000 / S︓4000~6000

Suitable reel size

D︓3500~4000 / S︓4000~6000

b.555mm

 /

a.420mm

b.469mm

 /

a.420mm

b.520mm

 

a.395mm

Guide: SiC-S Titanium ﬂame K Guide(Fuji)

Lure: 10~45g Line: PE 1.5~2.5

 

 

Price:

 /

a.405mm

 

Ballistick 103MH NANO

 

 

Weight: 159g

This is the long distance shooter which will cover seabass game with plugs at river
mouth or port and also light jigging game from surf. Blanks of 93M have been
designed to let anglers manipulate and cast many kind of lures such as vibra�on,
sinking pencil, metal jig, and large sized minnow without any stress.
Target：Seabass・Fla�ish / Lure：Plug・Metal jig / Field：Estuary・Surf・Mudﬂats・Rocks

 

a.353mm

  

Length: 2830mm

b.465mm

a.353mm

 

2pcs

 

a.355mm

 

Overhead reel Model

Lure: 8~42g Line: PE 1~2

 /

a.450mm

b.490mm

Reel Seat: [810ML・85M] ACS16 [Rest of All] ACS17(Fuji)

Joint: [710XH] Grip joint [Rest of All] Spigot Ferrule

Guide: TZ Titanium ﬂame K Guide + Top Guide : Flange Ring Guide(Fuji)

b.580mm

Reel seat: DPS18/BACK STOP Dubble nut (Fuji)

Joint: Spigot Ferrule
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BlueSniper 100M

Lure: Jig ~80g / Plug ~50g Line: Max PE 3
2pcs

BlueSniper / for Blue runner / 6 Line up
Target / Kingﬁsh・Yellowtail・Amberjack

BlueSniper shore casting series have been loaded sharpness,
Lightness and high usability while taking advantage of
NANOALLOY® technology from TORAY. ML class which is
suited to light weight of minnows or sinking pencil, H class to
manipulate up to 200mm of diving pencil and jigs over 100g.
The potentials which are hidden in blanks of these 6 models will
enable you to cover various situations and field without losing
initiative of anglers. Remarkable characteristics of these series
are flexibility and sensitiveness of tip section to make lures
swim more like real fish, and toughness of butt section to pull
heavy fish up to surface while applying the good amount of
pressure on fish.
Which means that we have pursued basic performance as shore
casting rod. Win some, lose some…it is depend on judgement
you have made at crucial phase. This BlueSniper shore casting
series has been designed as a rod which will support you to
make a right decision to land memorial fish.

BlueSniper 96ML

Lure: Jig ~60g / Plug ~40g Line: Max PE 2
2pcs

Length: 2935mm

Length: 3070mm

Drag Max: 4.5kg/45°

Weight: 245g

Price:

This is the mid power model which have been loaded toughness and lightness to
aim blue runner around 3kg from pier or surf. You can take advantage of its length
to aim ﬁsh that feeding in the distance with high accuracy. If you are going to ﬁsh at
ﬁeld where current ﬂows rapidly and ﬁsh have caught �de, you can s�ll keep it
under control with this 100M. Even you are in a severe situa�on you will be able to
have an advantage on ﬁgh�ng with monster ﬁsh.
Target : BlueRunner / Lure：Plug・Metal jig / Field：Piers・Rocks

BlueSniper 97MMH

Lure: Jig ~100g / Plug ~60g Line: Max PE 4
2pcs

Length: 2950mm

BlueSniper 106H

Drag Max: 6kg/45°

Weight: 296g

BlueSniper 97MMH which is well tuned with ﬂexible �p and powerful bu�. It
enable you to manipulate jig and plug at your will without failure thanks to its nice
and ﬂexible �p sec�on. Especially when you use jig, it will reduce physical burden
of angler thanks to its length. Yet 97MMH works well for Blue Runner around 3〜
5kg, you can ﬁght against to even over 5kg without anxious because of its tough
and tenacity bu� sec�on.
Target : BlueRunner / Lure：Metal jig・Plug / Field：Piers・Rocks

BlueSniper 100MH

Lure: Jig ~120g / Plug ~80g Line: Max PE 4
2pcs

Length: 3070mm

Price:

This is medium light shore jigging rod to aim small sized of yellowtail, amberjack
and cero. This would be suited jigs around 40g, minnow around 10cm〜14cm from
break water or surf. You can handle it like a seabass rod but huge bu� power is
hidden in blank itself to keep even mid-sized Blue Runner under control. You can
manipulate not only metal jig or minnow but also sinking pencil bait or vibra�on to
have an advantage on situa�ons that you are faced out there.
Target：Small sized Blue-runner・Fla�ish / Lure：Plug・Metal jig
Field：Piers・Rocks・Surf

Length: 3215mm

This is the standard of New BlueSniper to aim Blue Runner around 4〜5kg. If you
ﬁsh with jig around 80〜100g, plug around 60g we recommend you to choose this
100MH. Flexible �p sec�on which have ability to manipulate lure sensi�vely and
aggressively. Breathtaking bu� power enable you to pull the monster ﬁsh up from
bo�om of the sea. This have been well balanced as all round model to cast and
manipulate jig or plug at high level.
Target : BlueRunner / Lure：Metal jig・Plug / Field：Piers・Rocks

Drag Max: 8kg/45°

Weight: 325g

Price:

This is the specialized model to manipulate plugs without any failure. You can cast
even big diving pencil bait sized around 200mm, and also you can manipulate jigs up
to 130g without any stress. Even when you try to aim Blue Runner that over 10kg
from rough ﬁeld as such as rocky shore or else, this 106H PS is going to be a huge
advantage thanks to sensi�veness and li�ing power which is a�ributable to
NANOALLOY® technology from TORAY.
Target : BlueRunner / Lure：Plug・Metal jig / Field：Rocks

Lure: Jig ~150g / Plug ~120g Line: Max PE 5

Price:

Drag Max: 3kg/45°

Weight: 223g

2pcs

BlueSniper 910H

Drag Max: 6kg/45°

Weight: 307g

PlugSpecial

Lure: Jig ~130g / Plug ~100g Line: Max PE 5

Price:

2pcs

Length: 3030mm

Drag Max: 8kg/45°

Weight: 326g

Price:

This is the model which is tuned power and length perfectly to manipulate jig as you
wish while reducing burden of anglers. You can cast heavy jig around 150g easily
and when you ﬁsh at ﬁeld where you are required skill and technique as such as
deep, rough and current runs rapidly, you will be able to land even yellow ﬁn tuna
from shore thanks to that poten�al hidden inside of blanks. This is the one for angler
who ﬁsh with jig mainly or looking for specialized model for metal jigs.
Target : BlueRunner / Lure：Metal jig・Plug / Field：Rocks



a.480mm

b.635mm

Suitable reel size D︓3000~3500 / S︓4000~6000

b.635mm

Suitable reel size D︓4000 / S︓6000~8000



a.480mm



a.500mm

b.710mm

Suitable reel size D︓4000~4500 / S6000~8000



a.500mm

b.710mm

Suitable reel size D︓4500 / S︓6000~10000

    
Suitable reel size D︓5000~5500 / S︓8000~14000
a.500mm

b.710mm


Suitable reel size D︓5000~5500 / S︓8000~14000
a.500mm

b.710mm

Guide: [96ML・100M] SiC-S stainless frame K guide [97MMH] SiC-S Stainless frame K guide+SiC Ocean guide [Rest of All] SiC Ocean guide(Fuji)
Reel Seat: [96ML・100M] DPS18 [Rest of All] DPS20(Fuji)
Joint: [106H] Put over Ferrule [Rest of All] Spigot Ferrule
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EARLY Series

EARLY Plus & EARLY for Surf / Bending Curve / Load 1kg

Load 1kg

Ballistick HIRA

Ballistick HIRA / Bending Curve / Load 1kg

Load 1kg

●→EARLY for Surf（Rod in Orange）

●→Ballistick HIRA（Rod in Black）

●→EARLY Plus（Rod in Black）

●→Ballistick 102MH（Rod in Blue）

HIRA11H

●→Ballistick 103MH Bait（Rod in Green）

●→EARLY Plus 102MH& 98H（Rod in Orange）

These are comparison images of EARLY series which are loaded 1kg weight on
�p. EARLY for surf 103M,109MMH,105MH have been designed to cover
various situa�on of ﬁshing on sandy beach. 109MMH is more like fast ac�on
and 105MH is more like regular ac�on. Although both models have almost
same power on bu� sec�on, if you ﬁsh with minnow mainly please choose
109MMH, jig head or metal jig mainly, please take 105MH.
EARLY Plus series are designed to use minnow mainly except 81M, 86M and
96M which are designed to be slightly s�ﬀer than others to manipulate
vibra�ons or heavy jig head. 88ML and 86M are set as a basic of rod for
seabass game. Yet 81M is bent more than 88ML and 86M, it is li�le s�ﬀer than
those 2 models to move heavy jig head with less ac�on of rod. 96M, 100M
and 102MH are good to be use on surf. 96M suit to vibra�ons, 100M is be�er
for plugs, and 102MH is recommended for anglers who use metal jig mainly.

98H

These are comparison images of Ballis�ck series which are loaded 1kg
weight on �p. Ballis�ck 102MH, 103MH overhead reel model, EARLY
Plus 102MH and 98H which are employed as same power as Ballis�ck
HIRA series are on this comparison table.
107M is designed to become li�le more ﬂexible than other Ballis�ck
HIRA series to enable anglers to manipulate various kind of lures
delicately. Bu� power is strong enough to keep trophy ﬁsh under
control. As you can see from this chart Ballis�ck HIRA series has go�en
more power on but sec�on compared to Ballis�ck seabass models.

109MMH
105MH

96M
81M

86M

100M

102MH

103M

95ML
92XML

88ML

BlueSniper Shore-Casting

HIRA11MH
HIRA107MH

EA98H

HIRA107M

BAL102MH

EA102MH

BAL103MH Bait

BlueSniper Shore-Casting / Bending Curve / Load 3kg

Load 3kg

100MH
97MMH

Ballistick Series

These are comparison images of BlueSniper shore cas�ng series which are
loaded 3kg weight on �p. 97MMH have been loaded same power as 100MH on
but sec�on and more ﬂexible �p sec�on.Although 97MMH bend more than
100MH when applied 2kg load, you can see that almost same power employed
on both of bu� sec�on when applied 3kg load. 100M have been designed to be
slower ac�on than others so whole blanks of 100M will be bent well even when
small amount of load applied.
Almost same power have been loaded on bu� sec�on of 910H and 106H.
910H is suit to metal jig and if you use plugs mainly, 106H is recommended.
910H have been loaded more repulsive force than 106H to manipulate heavy
weight of metal jig comfortably and land ﬁsh smoothly.
On the other hand, 106H bend more than 910H if same amount of load applied.
Which means that it is easier to apply pressure on ﬁsh.

Ballistick / Bending Curve / Load 500g

Load 500g

102MH

910H

100M

96MMH

These are comparison images of Ballis�ck series which are loaded 500g weight on �p. (Angle of
rod・Approx.37°) All blanks of Ballis�ck series has been loaded carbon material called
NANOALLOY® technology from TORAY. Bending curve when you cast and hooked will be
deferent from these images because of characteris�c of blanks which are made of NANOALLOY®
technology from TORAY.Although you might feel that rod is bending well when you ﬁght, also
does not seems like it from the outside occasionally. Blanks made of NANOALLOY® will be
followed in a moment when it is loaded and will be returned instantly thanks to high repulsion
force. You will be able to pull ﬁsh up to surface easily if you could make use of this characteris�c.

96ML

94M

86M

BS100MH

This is characteris�cs comparison of Shore cas�ng models
except rods for light game and Eging game.Please note that
strength and ﬁrmness of Ballis�ck HIRA and BlueSniper series
are slightly higher than those which are on this table.

BS106H
BS97MMH
BH11MH

●→EARLY Plus

BS96ML

B710XH

BH107M
E98H
BB710XH

●→Ballistick Overhead reel Model

Stiﬀness

Load 500g

●→Ballistick HIRA

B102MH
BB103MH

●→BlueSniper ShoreCasting
E102MH
E105MH
E109MMH

B94M

E100M
B96MMH
E103M
BB93M
E96M

These are comparison images of Ballis�ck Overhead reel models which are
loaded 500g weight on �p.
810ML is designed as “River custom” to be used on fast current of stream.
Although it has go�en M class power on bu� sec�on, �p and belly sec�on
is ﬂexible enough to manipulate lure and strike even in the current at your
own will. Of course high accuracy is in it as same as other Ballis�ck
overhead models. If you need to shoot a long distance from rocks, we
recommend you to take 103MH.
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B85M

E92XML

B103MH

BB810ML

E86M
E95ML

B86M

E81M

Surf・Seabass from rocks

E88ML
B92ML

Seabass

B810ML

BlueRunner

Black Fin Seabass

BB85M

B93M

BS100M

BH107MH

●→Ballistick

Ballistick Overhead reel-Model / Bending Curve / Load 500g

BS910H

BH11H

●→EARLY for Surf

Ballistick Overhead reel Model

※These images are not illustrated on the
full potential or characteristics of rods.
Please understand that these pictures are
taken under the limited situation, it was
loaded with weight on rods gently.

Shore Casting Model Comparison Table

92ML

106H

※Comparison chart shows strength and stiﬀness
visually. But it is based on reference value from
the concept of design so the feeling of stiﬀness
and strength of these rods are depends on
personal equation. And also please note that the
stiﬀness doesnʼt mean the breaking strength.

Power
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Calista 86M/TZ NANO
Lure: Egi 2.5~4 Line: PE 0.6~1
2pcs

Calista 82M/TZ NANO
Lure: Egi 2.5~4 Line: PE 0.6~1
2pcs

Length: 2485mm

Length: 2575mm

Weight: 99g

Price:

This is the standard model which is great for hard dar�ng ac�on. You will no�ce high
repulsive force and high response feeling on blanks themselves once you ﬁsh with it. But
you will be able to jerk heavy lure very lightly with less burden on wrist of angler thanks
to NANOALLOY® carbon material which have go�en high resiliency on blank. It will be
bent from �p sec�on to belly sec�on when squid is hooked without any breakage of legs
of it.
Weight: 98g

Calista 90M/TZ NANO

Price:

It have been loaded high cast ability and manipula�on capability to blanks themselves
so that enable you to make variety of rod ac�on as such as jerking quickly in short pitch,
jerking which take advantage of line slack or else. Although it have massive power to set
hook on and land monster squid, �p sec�on have outstanding high sensi�veness to
sense �ny contact of monster squid. Highly remarkable point is that lightness you can
feel when you actually cast and making ac�on with it. That characteris�c will reduce
physical burden of anglers considerably. We would like to say that this 82M have
go�en lightness feel of manipula�ng like a 710M, then loaded bu� power as same as
86M.You will be able to ﬁsh for all season at variety of ﬁeld as such as rocks, piers or surf
with it. This all-rounder model must be suited to super keen squid hunter.

Lure: Egi 2.5~4 Line: PE 0.6~1
2pcs

Length: 2745mm

Weight: 104g

Price:

This is perfect rod to make lure fall for a long �me because of its length. We have
adjusted this rod to become not too s�ﬀ to jerk hard without any burden of angler’s
wrist. This is the excellent model to let lure fall for a long �me in shallow area easily
as we men�oned and you will be able to strike surely with it even when line moved
slightly because of sensi�ve contact from spooky squid. Of course it will cover
various situa�on such as ﬁeld where you are going to need length of rod itself and
enable anglers jerk lures by various ways.

/

a.305mm

Suitable reel size

D︓2500 / S︓C3000

Suitable reel size

D︓2500 / S︓C3000

Suitable reel size

D︓2500 / S︓C3000

b.395mm

Suitable reel size

D︓2500 / S︓C3000

b.395mm

Suitable reel size

D︓2500 / S︓C3000

b.400mm

Suitable reel size

D︓2500 / S︓C3000

b.400mm

Suitable reel size

D︓2500 / S︓C3000

b.390mm

/

Calista 82ML/TZ NANO
Lure: Egi 2.5~3.5 Line: PE 0.5~1
2pcs

Calista / Eging Series/ 7 Line up
Target / Squid

We have succeeded to utilize NANOALLOY® technology
from TORAY totally as egging rod of new generation.
The ability of distance cast have been increased thanks to
TORZITE ring titanium guide (SIC titanium guide on top
guide only) from FUJI. Blanks made of NANOALLOY® will
be followed in a moment when it is loaded and will be returned
instantly thanks to high repulsive force.
Because of these character angler will be able to jerk EGI
sharply with less power than ever and make monster squid float
quickly without any breakage of legs of squid when you fight.
Blanks with moderate stiffness and suppleness will reduce
burden of anglers and enable you to lure squid more delicately.

Length: 2500mm

Weight: 95g

This is almighty egging rod that suit to not only from breakwater or rocks but also
egging game on boat. This have been ﬁnished as a sensi�ve rod with high repulsive
force to be enable anglers to jerk lure making use of line slack or jerk aggressively.
Angler will be able to manipulate lure delicately when you sight ﬁshing make use of
this length. And it have been go�en ability of distance cast thanks to Torzite ring
guide and blanks with NANOALLOY® carbon material from TORAY.

2pcs

Length: 2672mm

Weight: 100g

2pcs

Calista 86L/TZ NANO

Lure: Egi 2.5~3.5 Line: PE 0.4~0.8
2pcs

Length: 2582mm

Weight: 93g

Price:

This is the light class rod which is good for jerking make use of line slack. This is suit
to the game that lure squid delicately and sense slightes touch of squid with ﬁne PE
line. We have expressed 86L as “light class rod” which means it will be enable you to
manipulate lure with less power than other models and it have been loaded enough
bu� power to keep squid over 2kg under control. This is the best egging rod for
angler who would like to ﬁsh with super ﬁne PE line.
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Length: 2395mm

b.400mm

/

a.310mm

/

a.310mm

/

Calista 710M/TZ NANO
Lure: Egi 2.5~4 Line: PE 0.6~1

a.315mm

Price:

This is the well balanced model that is enable anglers to jerk various ways from
vanishing wave block, rocks or high scaﬀolding breakwater. It have been go�en high
versa�lity to lure squid by various way of jerking and you will be able to cast long
distance with it without any stress. This will be played an ac�ve part in spring season
and also fall season as well for sure. And another characteris�c of it is high
sensi�vity to sense even structure of bo�om of the sea and so�ness of seaweed.
This is the super sensi�ve model which is not only to sense contact of squid but also
to explore underwater world as you are searching by hands.

b.390mm

/



Calista 89ML/TZ NANO
Lure: Egi 2.5~3.5 Line: PE 0.5~1

a.305mm

Price:

Weight: 100g

Price:

This is the Calista with high response in a short length blank which is good for the
anglers who would like to jerk Egi more sharply and more aggressively than others.
If you would like to give Egi eﬀec�ve ac�on with less power than ever, we
recommend you to choose this 710M which will give your wrist less burden thanks
to blanks with NANOALLOY® from TORAY. When you wish to let Egi move from right
to le� or up and down at your will, Calista710 which have been go�en �p sec�on
with sensi�veness and moderate ﬁrmness combined to bu� sec�on with toughness
will make you sa�sfy for sure. Although it is short length, you will be able to cast as
long distance as Calista 86M TZ Nano and it will cover various way of ﬁshing as such
as blind or sight. Of course you can use it for squid ﬁshing from boat as well.

a.315mm

 /

a.315mm

Guide: TORZITE Titanium frame K Guide & Top Guide : SIC Ring Titanium frame Guide(Fuji) Reel Seat: VSS16(Fuji)

Joint: Spigot Ferrule
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a.290mm

Suitable reel size

D︓2500 / S︓2500~C3000

b.385mm

Suitable reel size

D︓2500 / S︓C3000

b.385mm

Suitable reel size

D︓2500 / S︓C3000

Suitable reel size

D︓2500 / S︓C3000

b.395mm

Suitable reel size

D︓2500 / S︓C3000

b.395mm

Suitable reel size

D︓2500 / S︓C3000

b.365mm



a.310mm



a.310mm



Mebius / Eging Model / 6 Line up
Target / Squid

Mebius 88L

Lure: Egi 2.5~3.5（~21g） Line: PE 0.4~0.8
2pcs

We hope that fishing rod from YAMAGA Blanks is going to be
used by much more number of anglers. That is ambition what
we put into Mebius series. It is quite difficult to keep low
budget while pursuing performances and quality.
But we have succeeded to achieve those elements as making
extensive use of our techniques of design and quality of factory.
That is how we build fishing rods and once you fish with Mebius
series you will definitely know as much about our policy and
performance of blanks.
We offer you 6 different type of character for Mebius series as
such as short length, light weight model or medium heavy class
to cover various situation that you are going to face.
Of course you can take one as main rod, you can also take one
as a substitution for specific circumstances.
We put our full of passion, spirit, knowledges and techniques
of YAMAGA Blanks as a rod manufacturing bland into this
Mebius series.

Length: 2645mm

Weight: 93g

a.300mm

Price:

This is the light class model which is good for short pitch jerk and jerk making use of
line slack. You can cast even light weight of Egi with comfortable feeling thanks to
ﬂexibility and moderate repulsive force. So this is good to be used on sight ﬁshing
technically. Yet it have enough power to keep huge squid under control, you can
manipulate Egi with less power than others. Once you ﬁsh with it you will recognize
that it have go�en high poten�al to be used in all season. 88L have been designed to
cast, manipulate Egi and hooking up with super ﬁne PE line without any stress. This
is the one for angler who is pursuing result more than anybody else.



Length: 2555mm

Weight: 93g

Price:

Guide: SiC-S Stainless frame K guide(Fuji) Reel Seat: VSS16(Fuji)

85ML is well balanced to let anglers feel comfortable when they ﬁsh and succeeded
to reduce burden of anglers maximally. It have been designed to be more ﬂexible
than 86M and ﬁnished to become technical rod which is enable anglers to
manipulate various weight of Egi at your will. You will be able to take advantage of
versa�lity of 85ML as such as luring out delicately on sight ﬁshing, jerk making use
of line slack and short pitch jerking. Yet this is not specialized model for monster
hun�ng, we recommend 85ML for any level of anglers as an all-rounder to cover
any seasons and various situa�on.

Length: 2365mm

Weight: 89g

Calista TZ NANO
Load 500g→

Calista

series

have

been

CAL90M

loaded

ﬂexibility and lightness. Also, repulsive force that
Price:

Blanks of 79M have been brushed up to be taking advantage of length. You will feel
high response speed of blanks and high usability as characteris�cs of short length
model while pursuing long cas�ng performance. Yet it have enough power to cast
and manipulate even size 4 Egi (about 25g), It have been loaded moderate repulsive
force, ﬂexibility and lightness on blanks. If you are required lure speedy when the
water is worm, taking �me to lure spooky one out, or aim good one from the boat,
this 79M will be your huge advantage for sure.

has been loaded on blanks is much stronger than
Mebius series.
Even though 4 type of M class in this series,
those are classiﬁed by situations of eging scene
and size of squid. All of them bend well even a

CAL710M

small amount of input and reshape itself speedy
and powerfully. If you aim squid over 3kg mainly,

Lure: Egi 2.5~4（~30g） Line: PE 0.5~1
Length: 2595mm

Weight: 98g

Price:

It is standard model of Mebius series. Although it is medium class rod, it have go�en
sensi�ve, ﬂexible �p and belly sec�on to be adjusted modern eging scene
technically. It have been designed to be well balanced to cast and manipulate Egi
with less input by angler reducing burden of angler’s wrist. This 86M is the most
versa�le model of this series. You can cast long distance and manipulate at your will
even size 4 Egi (about 30g) without any anxious.

CAL86M

CAL82M

82M,86M or 90M are recommended.

CAL82ML

Other power class will cover small size of squid
Up to 2kg.

Mebius 86M

2pcs

Joint: Put over Ferrule

Calista TZ NANO / Bending Curve / Load 500g

Although

Mebius 79M

2pcs

CAL89ML
CAL86L

Mebius

Mebius / Bending Curve / Load 500g

Load 500g→

These are comparison images of Mebius series

MS83MH

which are loaded 500g weight on tip.
Mebius series have been loaded more ﬂexibility

Mebius 710L

Lure: Egi 1.8~3.5（~21g） Line: PE 0.3~0.6
Length: 2390mm

Weight: 84g

than calista series to get more versatility and

Mebius 83MH
Price:

If you wish to use super ﬁne PE line to sense slightly changes of pressure of current
and lure out carefully, this sensi�ve short length model is the one. Although it is
unsuitable for le�ng your Egi move fast or using Egi which receives strong
resistance of water because of that ﬂexibility which is designed intendedly, when
squid is less ac�vity than usual then you are required to feel slightly changes of
current and need to manipulate and lure out delicately, sensi�veness which is
loaded to 710 enable you to cast light weight of Egi, sense �ny contact of squid and
keep squid over 2kg under control. Of course you can take 710 for ﬁshing from boat.
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a.320mm

a.320mm

Lure: Egi 2.5~3.5（~24g） Line: PE 0.5~0.8

Lure: Egi 2.5~4（~28g） Line: PE 0.5~1

2pcs



Mebius 85ML
2pcs

b.375mm

usability. We have focused on cast feeling of

Lure: Egi 3~4.5（~35g） Line: PE 0.6~1.2
2pcs

Length: 2515mm

Weight: 98g

Price:

Although this is the medium heavy model which have been loaded massive power
on bu� sec�on, blanks of 83MH have lightness and ﬂexibility. It is good for size 3.5
〜4 of Egi mainly, you can of course use heavy type of size 4.5 of Egi. This 83MH have
been designed to be loaded enough power to set hook on huge squid even heavier
than 2kg and lightness and ﬂexibility of blanks will reduce unwanted kickback when
you jerk. This MH model is for keen angler who wish to hunt monster size and
strongly hope to stay focused on ﬁshing even you are wai�ng for migra�on of squid.

Mebius series. Wide range of release point and
repulsive force will provide you excellent feeling
and distance of cast. Comfortability of casting and
toughness as eging rod are directly linked to
versatility for aiming at various target.
Enough versatility that to be used for horse
mackerel, rockﬁsh, black sea bream, seabass or
light jigging game is hidden in those blanks.

MS79M
※These images are not illustrated on the
full potential or characteristics of rods.
Please understand that these pictures are
taken under the limited situation, it was
loaded with weight on rods gently.

MS86M
MS710L

MS85ML

MS88L
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NEW Triceptor 65ML Spinning and Overhead reel Model
Lure: Max 28g Line: Max 20lb
3pcs

Triceptor / 3pcs-PackRod Series / 4 Line up
Raptor / Glazer / Xtremo

Target / Predator・Seabass・Rockﬁsh・Small sized trevally

Triceptor series have been developed as 3pices pack rod for
your expedition.
Compact sticks with enough power to keep monster fish under
control and high portability will not let you worry about fishing
in place where you have never been to.
Wide range of capacity of lure have been set on both 65ML and
68M to adjust the situation you will face on fishing trip.
Durability and toughness are hidden in these 3 pieces of blanks
with lightness, sharpness and sensitivity.

Length: 1975mm

Weight:(S)109g/(O)125g

Price:

New model for 2018, this 65ML 3pcs pack rod have been designed to let you cast
small sized lure without any stress. Thanks to ﬂexibility on �p and belly sec�on, you
can cast �ny lure in pin spot with high accuracy and very easy to make various kind
of ac�on such as combina�ons of jerking and twitching as you wish. Almost same
power as 68M have been loaded on bu� sec�on, so you do not have to worry about
unexpected huge ﬁsh. Although this is expedi�on rod for monster ﬁsh such as
Barramundi, Toman or peacock bass, suits to seabass game oﬀ the boat, rockﬁsh
game or light game oﬀ the rocky shore.

Triceptor 68M Spinning and Overhead reel Model
Lure: Max 35g Line: Max 25lb
3pcs

Length: 2035mm

Weight:(S)127g/(O)131g

Price:

This is the one for expedi�on to aim monstrous ﬁsh such as Barramundi or Toman. If
you are involved in long drawn-out ba�le with monstrous ﬁsh, you will not lose your
ini�a�ve at all. Compared to 65ML, 68M have been designed to be li�le s�ﬀer and
sharper so you can get more accuracy and keep more concentra�on when you have
to choose large and heavy lure. This 68M enable you to manipulate various kind of
lures to aim not only target in fresh water but also target in salt water such as small
trevally or dolphin ﬁsh.



a.325mm

b.410mm

Suitable reel size

D︓2500~3000 / S︓3000

Suitable reel size

D︓1000~2000 / S︓200

Suitable reel size

D︓3000 / S︓4000

Suitable reel size

D︓1000~2000 / S︓200

   

a.335mm

b.440mm

 

a.335mm

b.420mm

    

a.340mm

Guide: SiC-S Stainless ﬂame K guide(Fuji)

b.445mm

Reel Seat: Spinning Model VSS17 / Overhead reel Model PTS17(Fuji)

Joint: Spigot ferrule

TAKO KING 79

Lure: Max 50(190g) Line: Max PE 10
2pcs

Length: 2370mm

Weight: 295g

Price:

This have been loaded enough power to pull octopus over 1kg out aggressively and
strength on �p sec�on to manipulate lure heavier than 75g at your own will. This is
not just s�ﬀ s�ck of course, but this is the rod which enable anglers to cast lure
weight 75g comfortably. This will be good for searching octopus with falling lure
ver�cally on wharf of port at night or explore widely with long cas�ng at ﬁeld where
scree on the bo�om.

TAKO KING / Octopus Game Model / One Model
Target / Octopus
 

a.410mm

Guide: SiC Ocean guide(Fuji)

Reel Seat: T-DPS20(Fuji)

b.610mm

Suitable reel size

D︓10~30 / S︓300~400

Joint: Grip joint
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“Estuarine” Glazer 58MH / 60X Spinning and Overhead reel Model

[58MH] Lure: Max 1oz Line: 8~16lb DragMax: 2.5kg/45°
1pc Length: 1720mm Weight:(S)107g/(B)111g
Price:

[60X] Lure: Max 1-1/2oz Line: Max 10~25lb DragMax: 4kg/45°
1pc Length: 1830mm Weight:(S)127g/(B)129g
Price:

Estuarine/ Predator Hunting Model / 6 Line up
Target / Toman・Barramundi・Huge Catﬁsh・Trevally etc

BaronKnight CF66 CatFish Model
Lure: ~28g Line: PE 3~6 / NY ~20lb
2pcs

BaronKnight / CatFish＆SnakeHead Model / 4 Line up
Target / Japanese Catﬁsh・Snakehead

Bronknight series have been developed for neighbor predator as
known as catfish or snakehead. We present you Bronknight CF
for catfish and SH for snakehead and both have been loaded
comfortable casting feel and power on blanks as a one of excellent
rod from YAMAGA Blanks. Not only the game of catfish and
snakehead, you can aim any target around you with these sticks
while taking advantage of high accuracy and response speed
which are hidden in blanks of Baronknight series.

Length: 1986mm

Weight: 148g

Price:

This is the standard of Baronknight ca�ish series enable you to cover various ﬁeld as
such as narrow creek, �ny stream or even large river. This remarkable characteris�c
is going to be huge advantage of anglers to lure spooky target out eﬃciently and
eﬀec�vely. Massive power on bu� sec�on and appropriate length of handle gives
angler a sense of reassurance while ﬁgh�ng. Taking advantage of characteris�c and
length of blanks which are made of carbon, any level of anglers will be able to
handle this well balanced model “Baronknight CF66” easily.

BaronKnight CF71 CatFish Model
Lure: ~35g Line: PE 3~6 / NY ~25lb
2pcs

Length: 2165mm

Weight: 160g

Price:

This is well balanced mid length model for the situa�on that you are required to cast
long distance, ﬁsh in mid〜lower part of river or creek with high bank. You can
control the course of retrieve and enjoy the game at most of ﬁeld as you have
planned. Yet you can feel sharpness on cas�ng and lightness on handling, when you
land even big one you will be impressed the massive power of bu� sec�on for sure.
You can cast even light weight of lure without any stress thanks to its �p sec�on
which have been loaded ﬂexibility.This is the one that you can aim at other side of the
bank with long distance cast or aim pin spot with delivering your lure technically.

BaronKnight SH72 SnakeHead Model
Lure: Max 28g Line: Max PE 6
2pcs

2pcs

[60] Lure: Max 2oz Line: Max 40lb DragMax: 5kg/45°
2pcs Length: 1835mm Weight:(S)158g/(B)156g
Price:
[65] Lure: Max 2oz Line: Max 40lb DragMax: 6kg/45°
2pcs Length: 1950mm Weight:(S)192g/(B)194g
Price:

For those who seek out those beast lurking among heavy covers or structures, you need a
rod with strong back bone that can subdue them out of their covers and able to work or
troll deep diving minnows. Many tests has been done to prove the rod capability to take
any abuse & in short distance ﬁght between predator & angler even with high drag se�ng!

“Estuarine” Raptor 60M / 63MH Spinning and Overhead reel Model

[60M] Lure: Max 3/4oz Line: 8~15lb DragMax: 2kg/45°
2pcs Length: 1845mm Weight:(S)108g/(B)109g
Price:

[63MH] Lure: Max 1oz Line: 8~20lb DragMax: 2.5kg/45°
2pcs Length: 1930mm Weight:(S)115g/(B)119g
Price:

This unique 2 pcs rod has a high strength li�ing power plus a sensi�ve �p that allows
you to even cast smaller lures and work them properly. Many tests were done in
rivers cas�ng, light troll for Barramundi or even cas�ng by reef edge for small trevally
and has proven to take all sorts of punishment.

        

Weight: 203g

       

Price:
a.330mm

First of all, you will be surprised on the lightness, and it was once you cast lure with it, you
will sense the poten�al of cast ability for sure. We tried to reﬂect on the technology,
knowledge and experiences which cul�vated from salt lure game into the snakehead
game. Baronknight72 has been ﬁnished to be loaded with accuracy of cas�ng, delicate
ac�on with �p sec�on, and bu� sec�on with a massive power to achieve the ﬁnest result.

Drag Max: 7kg/45°

Length: 2340mm

Weight: 211g

a.330mm

b.405mm

a.320mm

Suitable spinning reel size

/ SnakeHead Model

Lure: Max 32g Line: Max PE 8

“Estuarine” Xtremo 60 / 65 Spinning and Overhead reel Model

Drag Max: 6kg/45°

Length: 2220mm

BaronKnight SH78

Many tests has been done on these rods to prove that rod could not only hook ﬁsh but get
your ﬁsh quickly out of snags or heavy cover and without losing your ﬁsh. Both models have
sensi�ve �p, high strength and strong li�ing power, thus anglers are able to target species
that lurk in heavy covers and giving you assurance to stop them from bus�ng you oﬀ.

Estuarine series has been designed to be adjusted for various field in
overseas. Drive into the back country, walk through the bushes and
drift the boat under the overhung trees. Then monsters that are
beyond your imaginations will be waiting for you out there.
We have loaded massive power to these blanks for anglers who are
aiming at monsters hiding on the untouched field. The targets are not
only for freshwater fish such as huge cat fish, barramundi and giant
snakehead but also saltwater fish such as medium sized trevally from
boat. Please take Estuarine series with you as your expedition partner.

b.405mm

a.320mm

b.420mm

D︓3000 / S︓4000

Suitable spinning reel size

b.420mm

D︓3000 / S︓4000

      

Price:

SH78 have been extended to the length of SH72, while the progressing ability of long
cast, keeps ﬂexibility on the blank to pursue usability of lure. This is one of the best rod
to cast long distance making use of the powerful bu� sec�on and lure spooky snakehead
with delicate ac�on with sensi�ve �p sec�on at long range. Although SH78 have been
loaded with more powerful bu� sec�on, than SH72 to enable you to pull out big ones
that's up to 80cm from the water. On the whole rod, SH78 is a li�le so�er than SH72.

a.315mm

b.390mm

a.305mm

b.405mm

Suitable spinning reel size

D︓3000 / S︓4000

      

 
a.330mm

a.345mm

b.405mm

a.320mm

b.430mm

 

b.420mm

Suitable spinning reel size

D︓3000 / S︓4000

      

a.345mm

a.330mm

b.450mm

b.430mm

 
a.280mm

a.360mm

D︓3500~4000 / S︓4000~5000

Suitable spinning reel size

D︓3500~4000 / S︓4000~5000

      

a.420mm

a.360mm

Suitable spinning reel size

b.520mm

 

a.350mm

b.520mm

Guide: [CF66・CF71] SiC-S Stainless frame K guide [SH72・SH78] SiC-S Titanium frame K guide(Fuji)
Joint: Grip joint
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b.450mm

Reel Seat: [CF66・CF71] TCS17 [SH72・SH78] T-DPS20(Fuji)

b.565mm

b.565mm

Guide: SiC-S Stainless frame K guide(Fuji)
Joint:[Raptor] Put over Ferrule [Xtremo] Grip joint
Reel Seat: (Spinning Model)[Xtremo] DPS18/BACK STOP Dubble nut [Rest of All]VSS17 / (Overhead reel Model)[Xtremo] TCS18 [Rest of All] TCS17(Fuji)
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BaronKnight & TAKO KING

TK79

Load 1kg

Lupus / Trout Model / 7 Line up

●→BaronKnight SH（Rod in Green）
●→TAKO KING（Rod in Gray）

Lupus series have been developed to cover trout fishing on small
creek or even on main stream of large river. You will never lose your
concentration while you are casting and manipulating lure with
Lupus series. Mountain stream models for creeks and main stream
models for trophy rainbow or cherry salmon on large rivers.

Lupus 51

Mountain Stream Model / Lure: 1~7g

2pcs

Length: 1575mm

Weight: 78g

Line: 2~6lb Class

Price:

This is the short length model for trout game with minnow at small head stream.
High accuracy and manipulate ability are hidden in nice and ﬂexible blanks will keep
unexpected big trout under control easily.

Lupus 61

Mountain Stream Model / Lure: 2~10g Line: 3~8lb Class

2pcs

Length: 1855mm

Weight: 85g

Price:

This is the basic of Lupus mountain stream series to cover various target, ﬁeld and
situa�on. Various kind of lures will be covered and it have enough power to keep
bigger trout than you have thought under control and land it with ease.

Lupus 71

Mountain Stream Model / Lure: 3~12g Line: 4~10lb Class

2pcs

Length: 2170mm

Weight: 96g

※These images are not illustrated on the
full potential or characteristics of rods.
Please understand that these pictures
are taken under the limited situation, it
was loaded with weight on rods gently.

●→BaronKnight CF（Rod in Black）

Price:

If you ﬁsh on pool of medium size of river or back water of dam o�en, this 71 will be
the best partner of you. 71 will deliver minnow or spoon to farther than you have
expected and you will be able to approach delicately u�lizing its ﬂexible �p. Of
course, enough power for big trout over 40cm have been loaded on bu� sec�on.

Lupus 77

Main Stream Model

2pcs

Length: 2315mm

/ Lure: 4~25g Line: 6~20lb Class
Weight: 126g

Price:

Although 77 is categorized on light class rod for cherry salmon, enough power to aim
monster YAMAME or cracker rainbow on main stream. High accuracy and sensi�vity
will help you to approach spooky and selec�ve cherry salmon on lake and reservoir.

BN-SH72
BN-SH78

Lupus 81

Main Stream Model

2pcs

Length: 2470mm

/ Lure: 5~28g Line: 8~20lb Class
Weight: 129g

Price:

These are comparison images of Baronknight series and TAKO
KING which are loaded 1kg weight on �p. As you can see from
this chart, TAKO KING is not bent much with 1kg load.
Baronknight snakehead have almost same power on blanks.
Although SH72 is basic model, SH78 will be recommended if you
need to cast long distance. CF66 is more ﬂexible to handle easier
than CF71. If you prefer sharper feeling when you cast and make
ac�on, CF71 is recommended. Yet both CF66 and CF71 are bent
well, employed huge power on both of bu� sec�on.

This 81 have been designed as the basic rod for cherry salmon. You can keep
minnow or sinking pencil under the current even in rapid water while u�lizing
sensi�veness and ﬂexibility of �p sec�on. Your tac�cs and method will be expanded
with this Lupus81 for sure.

Lupus 87

Main Stream Model

2pcs

Length: 2635mm

/ Lure: 5~28g Line: 8~20lb Class
Weight: 135g

Price:

If you ﬁsh large river where you have to deliver lure farther without losing lightness and
sharpness, Lupus 87 will be the one. As almost same power as 81 on the bu� sec�on, so
please choose one of these depend your taste and condi�on of your main river.

Lupus 86M

2pcs

Main Stream Model
Length: 2610mm

/ Lure: 8~30g Line: 10~24lb Class

Weight: 140g

Price:

This 86M is for super keen monster hunter. Even though it has been loaded massive
power on bu� sec�on to keep trophy trout over 70cm, you will no�ce that how
lightness and sharpness 86M is when you cast and manipulate lure. This is deserved
to be called “ﬂag ship model” of Lupus series.

BN-CF66

BN-CF71

BaronKnight & TAKO KING / Bending Curve / Load 1kg

Triceptor & Estuarine

Estuarine & Triceptor / Bending Curve / Load 1kg

Load 1kg

●→Triceptor （Rod in Orange）

●→Estuarine Raptor（Rod in Green）

Xtremo 65

●→Estuarine Glazer（Rod in Blue）
●→Estuarine Xtremo
（Rod in Black）

Xtremo 60



a.155mm

b.270mm

a.200mm

b.315mm



a.235mm

Glazer
60X

Estuarine series are designed to be employed toughness and
durability to hunt massive ﬁsh in overseas. If you aim Peacock
bass, Barramundi or various target of saltwater, Grazer or
Raptor which enable you to manipulate lure delicately will be
recommended. When you are going to aim snakehead in bushy
area, Xtremo is going to be the one.
Also these are used for rock ﬁsh game from the boat in.
Triceptor which is 3pcs packing rod have been designed to be
powerful enough to ﬁght against monster ﬁsh with high
durability and sharpness.



Triceptor 68M
Glazer
58MH
Raptor
60M

Triceptor 65ML
Raptor 63MH

b.355mm



Lupus

Lupus / Bending Curve / Load 250g

Load 250g
a.325mm

●→Lupus Mountain Stream Model （Rod in Green）

b.420mm

●→Lupus Main Stream Model（Rod in Black）



a.330mm

b.425mm


L86M
a.340mm

These are comparison images of Lupus Mountain Stream Models
and Lupus Main Stream Models which are loaded 250g weight on
�p. All of these models are given lightness that you will sense
while cas�ng, and natural power on the blanks that you would
deﬁnitely no�ced while ﬁshing. Compared to mountain stream
models, Lupus Main Stream Models has go�en more power on
the bu� sec�on. You will be able to sense it when you hooked big
one in the stream. 86M Monster Cherry is not only just s�ﬀ rod.
You will be realized that more power will be loaded on blanks
when it is bent more and more while you are on ﬁgh�ng.

b.435mm



a.350mm

b.445mm

Guide: TORZITE Titanium ﬂame K guide +Top guide Flange ring guide(Fuji) Reel Seat: The original wood Seat
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L87
L77

L81

L71
L51

L61

Joint: Spigot Ferrule
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New Project

For

SaltWater

FLY Rod Series

YAMAGA Blanks have been proven ourselves in
the very compe��ve market of deep jigging to
aim large blue runner, plug cas�ng for Tuna or GT
u�lizing strengthened blanks with massive
repulsive force and ultralight spinning for horse
mackerel which is required sensi�veness and
lightness to get the ﬁsh of life�me by transmi�ng
slightest of movement and vital informa�on.
Lightness to keep cas�ng and manipula�ng
comfortably, toughness to ﬁght without worry,
and deliver your lure farther than you have
wished to. We have pursued these three
elements to build ﬁne ﬁshing rod since we have
started oﬀ. Then we had decided to produce
saltwater ﬂy rods u�lizing our techniques and
knowledges that we have accumulated for a long
�me period. With YAMAGA saltwater ﬂy rod
series “ENNE”, you can cast short to mid distance
with accuracy and comfort thanks to the delicate
�p sec�on u�lizing modulus-op�mized �p
sec�ons u�lizing conven�onal graphite prepregs.
And when you need long distance, the bu�
sec�on built with NANOALLOY® technology bend
deep and smooth storing huge power, then on
the ﬁnal delivery they shoot line out with
authority and accuracy. When ﬁsh is on, the
blanks bend smoothly like seamless and bu�
sec�ons which have strong repulsive force will
allow anglers to con�nuously apply good amount
of pressure on ﬁsh, leading to short, eﬃcient and
ﬁsh-friendly ﬁght. Anglers’ responsibility is to
keep bending it at the op�mum angle and wind in
the slack.
Saltwater ﬂy ﬁshing which require a lot of
strength considera�ons, durability, accuracy and
speed under truly abusive situa�ons is next our
ﬁeld of challenge and we have conﬁdence as a
rod manufacuturer to support salt water ﬂy
ﬁsherman in all around the world with “ENNE”.

ENNE

Type- C01

8’11” #8

ENNE

Type- D01

8’11” #9

ENNE

Type- E01

8’11” #10

ENNE

Type- G01

8’11” #12

Target / Seabass・Boneﬁsh・Permit・Striped bass

Target / Seabass・Dolphineﬁsh・Boneﬁsh・Permit

Target / Dolphineﬁsh・Large Permit・Large Boneﬁsh・Small Tarpon

Target / Tarpon・GT・Sailﬁsh
Common characteristic
Joint︓4pcs（Spigot Ferrule）

Guide : TZ Titanium frame guide（Fuji）
+Hard chrome snake guide（Paciﬁc Bay）
Action︓Fast

Date of release & Prices
will be on following announcement
Other wt of salt water series
& Fresh water series are now on developing.
The images of rods are proto type.
Speciﬁcations might be changed witout notice.
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2019 YAMAGA Blanks O riginal Go ods
NEW 2019 YB Original Dry Polo-Shirt
Price︓

NEW YB Maori Heart logo T-shirt（2019 ver.）
Price︓

Release on Spring 2019

NEW PG Rod Belt

Rod Belt

Power grip with Neoprene Rod belt

Release on Spring 2019

Length 360mm
Black : Neoprene & Piece of Velcro

S 26㎜×190㎜ 1set:2pcs Price:
L 40㎜×350㎜ 1set:2pcs Price:
LL 99㎜×500㎜ 1set:1pc Price:
LL 99㎜×500㎜ 1set:2pcs Price:

Color︓Coral Orange / Olive / Light blue
Size: M / L / XL Cotton 100％

Color︓Black / White / Royal Blue / Mix Red
Size: M / L / XL Polyester100％

TipCover S

Neoprene Rod belt

Color︓Black
Material︓Neoprene & Piece of Velcro

Price︓
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Suitable for light class rods
(BlueCurrent etc.)

JAPAN FACTORY

SIMPLE THINGS DONE WELL

We proudly support to the Super Keen Anglers

TipCover M

Olive/White

L 40㎜×350㎜
Price︓

YAMAGA Blanks

LL 99㎜×500㎜

Made in japan

Price︓

Right sleeve

Color︓Navy / Charcoal gray

an

an
GA

in

Light blue/White

SIMPLE THINGS DONE WELL

Royal Blue/White

NEW YB Original Cotton Cap

de

MA

We proudly support to the Super Keen Anglers

SIMPLE THINGS DONE WELL
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YA

JAPAN FACTORY

We proudly support to the Super Keen Anglers
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JAPAN FACTORY

We proudly support to the Super Keen Anglers

White/Red

Coral Orange/White

Mix Red/White

Price︓

YB Self-inﬂating
Life Jacket

Shape︓Full panel type

Size︓W:90mm
H:145mm
D:50mm
Material︓Polyester
（Lining︓Nylon）

Price︓
Release
on Spring 2019

Embroidery Emblem
(Iron ons type)
Price︓

※Design will be renewed in 2019.
Please understand the design of this
catalog is on developing phase so it
might be changed without notice.
Carabiner and strap with it to attach
your life vest or belt.
Water stop double zipper
※It is not waterproof product.

NEW YB Original Low Proﬁle Cap
Shape︓Low Proﬁle type

Shoulder hang belt
(For bunched rods with Tip cover or Rod belt)
Can be held by belt of Velcro tape with Antiskid material.
Super handy whenever and wherever you
carry bunch of rods.

Price︓

Nanowing®( water repellent fabric) is used （Cotton100％）
※Design might be changed without notice

Release on Spring 2019

Price︓

Release on Spring 2019

Black

Navy
YB logo
(Embroidered in white）

Suitable for medium class rods
(Early, Ballistick BlueSniper etc.)

Shoulder Hang Belt

NEW YB ORIGINAL POACH

Neck over type
Size︓Free

Charcoal grey
YB logo
(Embroidered in Black）

Price︓

Price︓

NEW

Release on Spring 2019

NOW PRINTING

Color︓Navy / Khaki / Bordeaux

This is Rod belt that Antiskid rubber
have been sewn on part of it. You can
use it as rod belt ordinally situation,
and if the joint was ﬁxed too tight,
please grab and twist with antiskid
rubber to separate them.
Incredible power of grip will help you
to separate them in each piece safely.
If the rod got wet, the performance
of antiskid will not be decreased.
Please take one of them to next
ﬁshing trip for just in case.
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JAPAN FACTORY

SIMPLE THINGS DONE WELL

1set︓2pcs

Release on Spring 2019

Black/Orange

Length 450mm
Black : Neoprene & Piece of Velcro

1set:2pcs

YB FLAT VISOR CAP
Price︓

Color︓Gray / Camo / Black

Fish logo sticker

NOW PRINTING

８ Type

Color︓White（Cut out letter）
Size︓170 ㎜ ×70 ㎜

Price︓

NOW PRINTING
Khaki
YB logo
(Embroidered in white）

Nanowing®( water repellent fabric) is used （Cotton100％）
※Design might be changed without notice

Camo
YB logo（Embroidered in black）

Bordeaux
YB logo
(Embroidered in white)

YB Ventilation Hat

Price︓

Mebius / Squid

Calista / Squid

SeaWalk / Snapper

Ballistick / SeaBass

Early+ / SeaBass

BlueSniper / KingFish

BlueSniper / Tuna

Gray
YB logo
（Embroidered in black）

Navy
YB logo
(Embroidered in white)

Color︓Navy / Black

BlueCurrent / Horse mackerel

Breathatec® from TORAY which
is waterproof-breathable material
have been chosen to keep you dry
and comfortable.

Black
YB logo（Embroidered in black）

YB Work Cap

※Please note that design of Fish logo sticker might be changed without notice.

Cutting Sticker

Color︓Navy / Black

White

Price︓

4 Colors

Price︓

Orange

Cutting Sticker (Mini)
5 Colors

White

Navy
YB logo
(Embroidered in white)
Black
YB logo（Embroidered in white）
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Navy
YB logo（Embroidered in white）

Black

Blue

Blue

Price︓

Orange

Mirrorsilver

Green

Size︓170 ㎜ ×70 ㎜

Black
YB logo
(Embroidered in white)

Breathatec® from TORAY which is waterproof-breathable
material have been chosen to keep you dry and comfortable.。

Size︓309 ㎜ ×127 ㎜
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YAMAGA Blanks Members Limited Rod Series
Products on this page are manufactured limited number in par�cular season.
Please get in touch with retail shop or our oﬃcial agent in your region for details.

New BlueCurrent 57JH TZ/NANO PR O FESSO R

L e n g t h : 1715 m m C l o s e d L e n g t h : 875 m m We i g h t : 5 8 g C a r b o n : 9 9. 8 %
2 p c s / S p i g o t f e r r u l e L u r e : J i g h e a d ~5 g L i n e : P E ~ 0 . 4 / N Y・F C1~3 l b
Price:

The new BlueCurrent Professor series are specialized models which have been
reﬁned to achieve super smooth bend curve remaining sharpness with re-tuned
blanks and spigot ferrule. If the distance in between you and ﬁsh is very close and
you are required to become sneaky to approach spooky one, this 57JH which is
shortest and ﬁnest s�ck of this series will be your perfect choice. Super light and
ﬁne blanks will enable you to cast and manipulate �ny jig head at your will. And
bu� power will not let you afraid of large ﬁsh hooked up accidentally.
・TZ Titanium frame K guide(Fuji)・NANOALLOY® technology is employed
New BlueCurrent 66JH TZ/NANO PR O FESSO R

L e n g t h : 19 9 0 m m C l o s e d L e n g t h : 102 0 m m We i g h t : 6 3 g C a r b o n : 9 9. 8 %
2p c s / Sp i g o t f e r r u l e Lu r e: J i g h e a d 0. 2~ 6 g L i n e: PE~ 0.4 / NY・F C1~3l b
Pr i ce:

Compared to previous 66TZ/Nano, sensi�vity, sharpness and ﬂexibility of new 66JH have
been reﬁned. If you are going to aim target at Mid-range with light jig head, this 66JH will
help you to deliver your rig delicately and approach selec�ve ﬁsh technically. Once you
ﬁsh with it, you will no�ce the diﬀerences between this 66JH and previous one.
・TZ Titanium frame K guide(Fuji)・NANOALLOY® technology is employed

Support

New BlueCurrent 70 Plug TZ/NANO PR O FESSO R

L e n g t h : 214 0 m m C l o s e d L e n g t h : 10 9 0 m m We i g h t : 67g C a r b o n : 9 9. 8 %
2p c s / Sp i g ot f e r r ul e Lure: Plu g M a x7. 8 g(Co mf o r t We i ght 1. 6 ~ 4. 5g) L in e: PE 0. 2~ 0.4
Price:

If you are super keen with plugging game, this 70Plug is specialized for it! Especially
if you are aiming at light game target such as mackerel or Rockﬁsh, there is nothing
but this 70Plug. You can give ac�on such as light twitch or jerk to plug from 1.6g to
4.5g very comfortably and ﬂexible �p will not let you lose small bite of selec�ve
ﬁsh. Some �mes you will be faced situa�ons that ﬁsh is feeding on surface li�le
farther than you thought you can choose plug up to 7.8g and shoot it like a ballet
and just retrieve it. You can get ﬁnest result that you have ever achieved.
・TZ Titanium frame K guide(Fuji)・NANOALLOY® technology is employed
New BlueCurrent 73 All- R a ng e TZ/NANO PR O FES S O R
L e n g t h : 2 2 2 5 m m C l o s e d L e n g t h : 1135 m m We i g h t : 7 3 g
2 p c s / S p i g o t f e r r u l e L u r e : 0 . 5 ~12g L i n e : P E 0 . 2~ 0 . 6
Price:

C a r b o n : 9 9. 8 %

This 73All Range is shorter length version of 85TZ/Nano All Range. The versa�lity
and specialty have been fused on blanks of 73All Range. So if you with to
manipulate various kind of lure such as jig head, plug, metal jig or even Egi, this All
range will be your best partner. You will sense that poten�al of 73All range way
beyond your imagina�on once you ﬁsh with it.
・TZ Titanium frame K guide(Fuji)・NANOALLOY® technology is employed
BlueCurrent 70TZ Trippers

L e n g t h : 2145 m m C l o s e d L e n g t h : 5 6 0 m m We i g h t : 7 2g
4 p c s / S p i g o t f e r r u l e L u r e : ~12g L i n e : P E 0 . 3 ~ 0 . 8
Price:

C a r b o n : 9 9. 8 %
About contents on this catalog

This is 4pcs model of BlueCurrent. Although it is going to be perfect rod when you are
on traveling, of course you can take it to your main ﬁeld as a daily use rod. We have
loaded enough sensi�veness and sharpness as one of BlueCurrent so we recommend
you to use it not only for light salt game but also for trout in the small stream. The
closed length of it is 560mm to put in the suits case. We believe that you cannot help
taking it whenever and wherever you go out. Enjoy ﬁshing with it as you like.
・TZ Titanium frame K guide(Fuji)
BlueCurrent Sha llowSniper 610/TZ

L e n g t h : 212 0 m m C l o s e d L e n g t h : 10 9 5 m m We i g h t : 7 3 g
2 p c s / P u t o v e r f e r r u l e L u r e : 5 ~16 g L i n e : P E 0 . 6 ~1
Price:

C a r b o n : 9 9. 8 %

We have selected high resilience ﬁbers of carbon to achieve sensi�veness and
speed of response. This is special tuned model to aim seabass and black sea
bream. You will be surprised that how clear signal and strong vibra�on which are
transmi�ed through this blanks.・TZ Titanium frame K guide(Fuji)
BlueCurrent 60 Junior

L e n g t h : 18 3 0 m m C l o s e d L e n g t h : 9 4 0 m m We i g h t : 6 2g
2 p c s / P u t o v e r f e r r u l e L u r e : ~7g L i n e : P E 0 . 3 ~ 0 . 8
Price:

YAMAGA Blanks Web Contents
YAMAGA Blanks Oﬃcial Web Site

YAMAGA Blanks Movies

http://yamaga-blanks.com/

https://www.youtube.com/user/YAMAGABlanks

C a r b o n : 92 . 5%

Although it is designed for kids over 5 years old, of course it has go�en durability,
strength and toughness as spin oﬀ of BlueCurrent series. We have achieved
versa�lity to use many kinds of lures with high cost performance. It is well
balanced to be used by kids and adult also. We believe it is going to be one you will
always take to ﬁsh no ma�er lure or bait.・Alconite Stainless frame K Guide(Fuji)
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●Price and speciﬁcations might be changed without previous notice.
●Some of images on this catalog are proto type so it might be diﬀerent from actual products.
●Images on this catalog might be diﬀerent from actual products depend on condition of printing.
●There are some images of single lock nut even though it is mentioned as double lock nut on speciﬁcations.
Products that have been shipped after December 2017 have been modiﬁed to double lock nut type.

YAMAGA Blanks FaceBook Page

YAMAGA Blanks Instagram

https://www.facebook.com/YAMAGA-Blanks-288885410654/

https://www.facebook.com/YAMAGA-Blanks-288885410654/
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Galahad / Jigging Series Spec
Item

P

Price

Sec Reel

Lt
[㎜]

CL-Lt
[㎜]

Wt
[g]

Lure

Line

Guide

Reel
Seat

Lock
nut

Joint

Drag
Max

Carbon Tip
(%)
[㎜]

Butt Position
[㎜] [㎜]

Suitable reel size

Ballistick / Seabass & Flatﬁsh Series Spec
item

P

Price

Sec

Reel

Lt
[㎜]

CL-Lt
[㎜]

Wt
[g]

6 New 632S

¥38,000-

1

S

1915

--

169

Jig Max 140g

Max PE 2

SiC-S/ST/K

DPS18

U

--

3kg

84.9

1.9

9.3

637

D:3500〜4000 / S:5000〜6000

35 92ML TZ NANO

2

S

2790 1425

120

6 New 634S

¥40,000-

1

S

1915

--

196

Jig Max 220g

Max PE 4

SiC-S/ST/K

DPS18

U

--

6kg

73.9

2.2

10.4

660

D:4000〜4500 / S:6000〜8000

35 94M TZ NANO

2

S

2850 1455

143

6 New 526S

¥47,000-

3.6

12.0

2.1

10.1

3.6

11.7

6 New 633S
6 New 585S

¥39,000-

¥42,000-

6 New 622B

¥38,000-

6 New 624B

¥40,000-

8 New TRAVEX 593S

¥37,000-

6 New 623B
6 New 526B

8 New TRAVEX 594S

¥39,000¥47,000-

¥38,000-

8 New TRAVEX 595S

¥40,000-

9 624B for EPR

¥36,000-

9 633B for EPR

¥35,000-

9 586B for EPR

¥38,000-

10 63/3 Slow

¥38,000-

10 62/4 Slow

¥42,000-

10 63/2 Slow
10 62/3 Slow

¥37,000-

¥41,000-

SeaWalk / Light Jigging Series Spec

1
1
1

1

B

1
1
2
2
2

1
1
1
1

12 Light Jigging B66ML

¥28,500-

14 Taijigging 75L NANO

¥30,000-

14 Taijigging 611ML

¥28,500-

15 Tairubber 65UL

¥24,500-

14 Taijigging 75ML
14 Taijigging 63M

¥29,500-

¥29,000-

15 Tairubber 61L

¥23,000-

15 Tairubber 68L

¥29,000-

15 Tairubber 60ML
15 Tairubber 68ML

¥23,500¥29,500-

2

2
1

1775 1135
1780 1130
1925

--

1740

--

1930
1930
1910
1910

------

S
S
S
S

B

B
B
B

1935 1475
1985 1525
1985 1525
1960 1490
2280 1800
2280 1800
2130 1650
1910

--

1850

--

1950
1825

---

2070 1610
2070 1610

¥46,000¥49,000-

¥50,000-

18 81/10 Blacky

¥56,000-

¥55,000-

BLUE REEF / GT Casting Series Spec

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

2140 1550
2260 1670
2520 1840
2440 1795
2505 1820
2570 1860
2480 1775
2480 1775
2480 1775

Jig 〜150g

199
222
134
141
148
151

T-DPS20

SiC-S/ST/K

DPS 18

SiC-S/ST/K

Max PE 5

OC

〜PE 3

SiC-S/ST/K

〜PE 6

OC

〜PE 5

SiC-S/ST/K

Jig Comfort Weight 120g

〜PE 1.5

SiC-S/Ti/K

Jig Comfort Weight 200g

〜PE 2

SiC-S/Ti/K

Jig Comfort Weight 160g

Jig Comfort Weight 250g

〜PE 2

〜PE 2.5

SiC-S/Ti/K
SiC-S/Ti/K

Jig 15〜40g / Cast Max 25g

PE 0.4〜0.8

SiC-S/ST/K

115

Jig 60〜120g / Cast Max 50g

PE 0.6〜1.2

SiC-S/ST/K

131

Jig 40〜120g

PE 0.8〜1.2

127

Jig 10〜80g

PE 0.4〜1

114
131
128

Jig 30〜80g / Cast Max 35g
Jig 40〜80g

Jig 60〜150g

PE 0.6〜1
PE 0.6〜1

PE 0.8〜1.5

129

Jig 20〜100g

PE 0.6〜1.5

127

Jig 60〜150g

PE 1〜2

125

Jig 40〜120g

PE 0.8〜1.5

119

Weight Max 80g

〜PE 0.8

127

Weight Max 100g

〜PE 1.2

167

Weight Max 150g

〜PE 1.5

125
163

Weight Max 80g

Weight Max 100g

15〜50g

〜PE 1

〜PE 1.2

SiC-S/ST/K

SiC-S/ST/K
SiC-S/ST/K
SiC-S/ST/K
SiC-S/ST/K

VSS16
VSS16
VSS16

D
D

PULS17
IPS16
IPS16
IPS16
IPS16

TCS16

--

4kg

88.5

2.2

8.3

10kg

93.8

3.2

10.5

2.5

8.9

----

8.5kg
6.5kg
2kg

--

2.5kg

--

3kg

--

2.5kg

89.5
89.9
89.9

93.1
99.8
99.8
99.8
99.8

2.5
2.7
3.0

2.3
2.4
2.6
2.6

D
U
U
U
U

D
D
D

1&H
1&H
1&H
1&H
1&H
-----

1&H
1&H

------------

81.1
80.3
87.4
91.4
88.8
87.4
82.0
81.7
82.0
81.2
89.1

1.6
1.5
1.5
1.6
1.7
2.0
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.8

24 85TZ NANO All Range

¥45,000-

¥39,000-

26 58TZ JH SP

¥32,000-

26 610TZ JH SP

¥34,000-

26 76TZ

¥36,000-

28 510

¥20,500-

¥33,000¥35,000-

¥26,000¥21,000-

28 74Ⅱ

¥22,000-

28 82F NANO

¥28,000-

29 71 (B)

¥26,000-

¥24,000¥25,000¥27,000-

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

S
S

D:4000〜4500 / S:6000〜8000

PE 4〜5

SiC-S/ST/K+OC

830

D:4500〜5500 / S:8000〜14000

835

D:5000〜5500 / S:14000

PE 5〜6

PE 8〜10

OC
OC
OC
OC

DPS18※
DPS20※
DPS20※
DPS20※
DPS20※
DPS20※
DPS20※
DPS20※

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

1&H
1&H
1&H
1&H
1&H
1&H

4kg/45°
7kg/45°
8kg/45°

91.0
96.0
95.0

10kg/45° 96.0
12kg/45° 96.0
8kg/45°

95.5

1&H

13kg/45° 96.0

1&H

17kg/45° 93.0

1&H

15kg/45° 96.0

2.2
2.5
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.3
2.7
2.8
3.4

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

2

B

2

B

2

B

965

2185 1125
2310 1190
2570 1315
1730

890

1960 1010
2088 1073
2195 1127
2288 1176
2290 1175
1780

917

2042 1050
2230 1140
2440 1250
2495 1275
1920

975

2160 1110
2335 1185

Max PE 8

Max PE 10

OC
OC

DPS20
DPS20

U
U

1&H
1&H

13kg/45° 99.4
15kg/45° 99.2

10.8
12.8
13.4
13.6
14.0
14.0
13.7
14.2
14.6

725
785
825

D:6500 / S:14000〜20000

900

D:6500 / S:14000〜18000

15.1

870

D:6500 / S:14000〜18000

3.7

15.0

875
875

D

Put over

--

90.5

1.4

8.8

480

53
70

50

JH 〜3g

58
61
63

3〜21g

JH 〜3g

Max12g

68

JH 0.3〜5g / Sinker 1.8〜6g

80

JH 0.5〜5g / Sinker 1.8〜10g

76

Max 5g

74
80
80
87

340

D:1000〜2000 / S:1000〜C2000

PE 0.2〜0.6

TZ/Ti/K

VSS16

D

Put over

--

99.8

1.4

10.4

407

D:2000 / S:2000〜C2500

1.4

6.9

NY・FC 1〜3lb
PE 0.3〜0.8
PE 0.3〜0.8
PE 0.4〜1

NY・FC 1〜3lb

PE 0.2~0.4 / FC 1~3.5lb
PE 0.3〜0.6

PE 0.3〜0.8

NY・FC 1〜3lb

PE0.2~0.4/NY・FC1~3lb

PE0.2~0.5/NY・FC1~4lb

Max 18g

Max PE 0.6

Max 15g

D:2500 / S:2500〜C3000

7.9

JH 0.3〜5g / Sinker 1.8〜8g

Max 8g

D:100〜200 / S:100〜200

1.3

PE 0.2〜0.6

59

81

570

99.8

JH 0.2〜5g / Rig 0.2〜7g

JH0.3~5g/Rig0.3~10g/Plug1.8~7g

8.3

D:100〜200 / S:100〜200

--

PE 0.2~0.4 / FC 0.8~3lb

69

1.4

570

Put over

JH 0.2〜5g

JH 0.3〜6g

90.5

8.1

D

PE 0.4〜1

Plug 2〜9g / Rig 1.5〜13g

80

--

1.1

D:2500 / S:2500〜C3000

VSS16

3〜21g

74

Put over

90.2

D:6500 / S:14000〜18000

TZ/Ti/K

PE ~0.4 / NY・FC 1~4lb

JH 〜3g

D

--

D:6500 / S:14000〜18000

PE ~0.4 / NY・FC 1~3lb

JH0.3~5g/Rig~7g/Plug1.6~4.5g

Jig 1.5〜15g

TCS16

Put over

D:6500 / S:14000〜20000

875

14.7

VSS16

SiC-S/ST/K※

D

D:5000〜5500 / S:14000

14.2

3.0

SiC-S/ST/K※

PE 0.4〜1

TCS16

D:5000〜5500 / S:14000

885

910

PE 0.4〜1

SiC-S/ST/K※

D:4000〜4500 / S:6000〜8000

D:4500〜5500 / S:8000〜14000

Egi 〜80g

PE 0.4〜1

D:3500〜4000 / S:6000

870

79

JH 0.8~5g/Rig1.8~10.5g/Plug1.5~8g

D:100〜200 / S:100〜200

795

SiC-S/ST/K+OC

DPS18※

480

90

D:100〜200 / S:100〜200

12.6

50〜130g

JH〜5g / Plug〜3.5g

D:100〜200 / S:100〜200

2.4

SiC-S/ST/K

8.7

63

D:100〜200 / S:100〜200

92.1

PE 4〜6

Egi 〜80g

D:100〜200 / S:100〜200

5kg/45°

PE 3〜4

30〜110g

Egi 〜70g

D:2500〜3000 / S:3000〜4000

1&H

PE 2〜3

1.1

97

1880

620

90.2

73

2

625

--

2520 1290

¥35,000-

600

Put over

S

¥38,000-

595

D

2

24 72TZ NANO Jig SP

595

VSS16

2075 1065

2825 1440

8.8

D:2500〜3500 / S:3000〜4000

SiC-S/ST/K※

24 New 83/TZ NANO Flex ¥42,000-

S

9.1

575

605

PE 0.4〜1

61

2

7.9

D:2500〜3000 / S:3000〜4000

Egi 〜70g

2020 1035

24 New 93/TZ NANO All Range ¥47,000-

7.5

605

90

106

2175 1115

7.4

D:2500〜3000 / S:2500〜3000

D

OC

S
S

8.3

625

D:100〜200 / S:100〜300

DPS18※

PE 6〜8

2
2

8.8

595

D:100〜200 / S:100〜300

SiC-S/ST/K+OC

45〜120g

24 New 67/TZ NANO JH SP ¥37,000-

24 New 71/TZ NANO JH SP ¥38,000-

8.7

585

PE 2〜4

387

2075 1065

BlueCurrent / Light Game Series BlueCurrent Spec

8.5

D:100〜200 / S:100〜300

D:2500〜3000 / S:3000〜4000

D:3500〜4000 / S:6000

2.9

2075 1065

8.0

585

780

15kg/45° 95.7

S

8.2

D:2500〜3000 / S:3000〜4000

11.5

1&H

B

8.2

D:2000〜2500 / S:〜C3000

585

2.3

U

2

8.0

D:10 / S:1500〜2000

91.0

DPS20

¥29,000-

635

D:10 / S:1500〜2000

4kg/45°

OC

B

D:10 / S:1500〜2000

D:500 / S:3000〜4000

1&H

Max PE 10

2

635

585

Max 200g

¥29,000-

D:2000・200 / S:1000〜1500

635

7.9

1.6

400

2075 1065

635

715

1.6

80.4

2470 1765

S

D:300〜500 / S:2000〜3000

D:150〜300 / S:800〜2000

D

SiC-S/ST/K+OC

Max 220g

720

715

D:4000〜4500 / S:6000〜8000

DPS18※

PE 3〜5

390

D:4500〜5000 / S:8000〜10000

80.5

--

S

2415 1705

9.3

807

780

--

1&H

1.5

2

S

9.0

D:3500〜4000 / S:5000〜6000

1&H

80.4

¥57,000-

2

8.5

D:35〜40 / S:4000〜5000

800

SiC-S/ST/K

25〜100g

Max 160g

9.0

D:15〜20 / S:800〜2000

PE 2〜3

339

373

9.9

717

U

--

2.8

2495 1785

9.4

D:30〜35 / S:2000

570

1&H

13kg/45° 95.5

S

8.6

615

623

7.5

D

SiC-S/ST/K

6.5kg

86.5

D:10〜15 / S:1000〜1500

1.3

TCS16
TCS16

1&H

5kg

621

693 D:5000〜6500 / S:10000〜20000

85.0

SiC-S/ST/K
SiC-S/ST/K

10.6

D:4500〜5000 / S:8000〜10000

--

D

TCS16

2.2

D:3500〜4000 / S:5000〜6000

700

1&H

U

TCS16

SiC-S/ST/K

86.0

9.0

633

U

SiC-S/ST/K

PE 5〜6

399

TCS17

D

D

40〜120g

378

TCS17

D

PULS17

333

50〜130g

TCS17

SiC-S/ST/K

SiC-S/ST/K

30〜100g

346

D

D

279

30〜110g

TCS18

85.7

1.9

9.8

12kg

1&H

D

6kg

85.3

9.8

--

U

U
D

TCS17

-1&H

TCS18
TCS18

4kg

U

PULS17

20〜60g

310

DPS 20

D

SiC-S/ST/K

220

30〜70g

DPS 18

--

3kg

1&H

2

Early

OC

Max PE 3
Max PE 4

D

D

--

86.5

U

¥28,000-

29 78 NANO (B)

Max PE 6

PLS18

PLS18

12kg

2.7

DPS20

22 69L-S (Tubular Tip)

29 63 (B)

SiC-S/ST/K

SiC-S/ST/K

D

--

88.4

2.0

OC

2

28 80Ⅱ

Max PE 4

Max PE 3

PLS18

8kg

84.5

Max PE 8

¥28,000-

28 68Ⅱ

SiC-S/ST/K

U

--

4kg

Max 160g

22 69LS-S (Solid Tip)

27 New 76 Stream

Max PE 2

DPS20

U

--

395

2

BattleWhip IKA-METAL / Boat IKA-METAL Series Spec

26 72TZ

OC

DPS18

U

2470 1765

¥53,000-

26 65TZ JH SP

Jig 〜350g

Max PE 6

SiC-S/ST/K

DPS18

S

20 710/10 Chugger

24 77TZ NANO Stream SP

Jig 〜250g

Max PE 5

SiC-S/ST/K

2

¥58,000-

24 62TZ NANO JH SP

Jig Max 320g

Max PE 3

¥55,000-

20 80/8 Dual

22 69L-B (Tubular Tip)

Jig Max 180g

200

279

263

2

S

Jig Max 250g

Jig Max 240g

2365 1740

2

Jig Max 150g

221

S

¥52,000-

22 69LS-B (Solid Tip)

206

2

18 81/6 Blacky

20 711/10 Dual

B

1
2

Jig Max 350g

--

191

1935 1475

B

2

303

--

S

1
1

Jig Max 200g

102

B

2

188

1775 1135

1905

Jig Max 350g

--

2015 1570

S

2
2

1585

187

Jig Max 280g

304

S

B

2

1890

--

Jig Max 180g

--

¥42,000-

¥47,000-

20 711/8 StickBait

B

1890

206(p)

233

18 80/5

18 81/8 Blacky

B

1890

--

2480 1830

¥44,000-

18 85/4 Canary

B

1585

178

S

18 75/4

18 82/6

B

1745

--

2

¥40,000-

18 82/4

B

1915

¥42,000-

18 70/2
18 79/3

S

2

BlueSniper / Boat Casting Series Spec
18 81/2

S

B

2

¥29,000-

S

1

1

¥28,000-

12 Light Jigging B65M

B

B

12 Light Jigging 64ML

¥28,000-

B

1

2

12 Light Jigging B66L

S

B

¥26,500¥27,000-

S

1

12 Light Jigging 67UL
12 Light Jigging 64L

S

PE 0.3〜0.6
Max PE 0.6

Max PE 0.8
Max PE 0.8

TZ/Ti/K
TZ/Ti/K
TZ/Ti/K
TZ/Ti/K
TZ/Ti/K
TZ/Ti/K
TZ/Ti/K
TZ/Ti/K
TZ/Ti/K
TZ/Ti/K
TZ/Ti/K

SiC-S/ST/K
SiC-S/ST/K
SiC-S/ST/K
SiC-S/ST/K
SiC-S/ST/K
SiC-S/ST/K

VSS16
VSS16
VSS16
VSS16
VSS16
VSS16
VSS16
VSS16
VSS16
VSS16
VSS16
VSS16
IPS16
IPS16
IPS16
IPS16
IPS16

SiC-S/ST/K※

PMTS17

SiC-S/ST/K※

PMTS17

SiC-S/ST/K※

PMTS17

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over

---------------------

99.7
99.7

99.8
99.3
99.3
99.7
99.8
99.4
99.4
99.6
99.6
96.4
91.9
94.0
94.4
94.5
90.5
91.8
90.9
91.7

1.4
1.6

1.5

8.7

12.7
9.8

1.6

10.4

1.4

6.6

1.6
1.3
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.5
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.3

11.2
7.4
8.0
8.8
9.7
9.7
7.0
7.6
9.2
9.8

1.4

10.9

1.4

8.6

1.4

8.1

1.5

10.0

343
420
290
350
370

D:1000〜2000 / S:1000〜C2000
D:2500 / S:2500〜C3000

D:1000〜2000 / S:1000〜C2000
D:2000 / S:2000〜C2500
D:2000 / S:2000〜C2500

395

D:2000〜2500 / S:C2000〜2500

325

D:1000〜2000 / S:1000〜C2000

285
355
355

D:1000〜2000 / S:1000〜C2000
D:1000〜2000 / S:1000〜C2000
D:2000 / S:C2000

390

D:2000 / S:C2000〜2500

290

D:1000〜2000 / S:1000〜C2000

355

D:2000 / S:C2000

360
350
380

D:2000 / S:2000〜2500

D:1000〜2000 / S:1000〜C2000
D:2000 / S:2000〜2500

410

D:2000 / S:C2000〜2500

385

Finess

355
410

Finess
Finess

/ Seabass & Flatﬁsh Series Spec
8〜42g

34 New 103M

¥32,000-

2

S

3150 1610

174

34 New 105MH

¥34,000-

2

S

3180 1630

192

10〜50g

32 95ML

¥27,000-

147

7〜28g

34 New 109MMH
32 88ML

¥33,000-

¥26,000-

32 92XML

¥28,000-

32 86M

¥27,000-

32 81M

¥25,000-

32 96M

¥28,500-

32 102MH

¥31,000-

32 100M
32 98H

¥29,000-

¥32,000-

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

3295 1690
2630 1340
2855 1465
2780 1425
2475 1275
2580 1325
2895 1485
3055 1570
3100 1585
2935 1505

195
140
147

8〜50g
7〜28g

7〜32g

PE 0.8〜1.5

SiC-S/ST/K

PE 1〜2

SiC-S/ST/K

PE 1〜2

PE 0.8〜1.5
PE 0.8〜1.5
PE 0.8〜2

130

6〜32g

PE 0.8〜1.5

170

7〜35g

PE 0.8〜2

142
187
213
224

6〜32g
10〜35g

12〜50g

18〜60g

PE 0.8〜1.5
PE 1〜2.5

PE 1.2〜3

PE 1.5〜3

SiC-S/ST/K

DPS18

U

Put over

--

94.2

1.7

14.1

555

DPS18

U

Put over

--

95.9

1.8

14.8

570

DPS18

SiC-S/ST/K

VSS16※

SiC-S/ST/K

VSS16※

SiC-S/ST/K
SiC-S/ST/K
SiC-S/ST/K
SiC-S/ST/K

VSS16※
VSS16※
VSS16※
VSS17※

SiC-S/ST/K

DPS18※

SiC-S/ST/K

DPS18※

SiC-S/ST/K

DPS18※

U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U

Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over
Put over

-----------

95.6
95.8
95.6
95.6
95.6
95.6
94.6
94.7
96.5

96.6

2.1
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.8
2.1

2.5

16.3
10.9
11.5
11.4
10.4
10.9
12.5
13.2
13.6
13.2

565
520

D:3000〜3500 / S:4000〜C5000

D:3000〜4000 / S:4000〜C5000
D:3000〜4000 / S:4000〜C5000
D:2500 / S:2500〜C3000

550

D:2500〜3000 / S:C3000〜4000

520

D:2500 / S:2500〜C3000

535
540

D:2500〜3000 / S:C3000〜4000
D:2500 / S:C3000

570

D:3000 / S:3000〜4000

625

D:3000〜3500 / S:4000

590
600

D:3000 / S:3000〜4000
D:3500〜4000 / S:4000〜5000

35 86M TZ NANO

2

35 96MMH TZ NANO

2

35 102MH TZ NANO

2

37 HIRA 107M TZ NANO

2

37 HIRA 107MH TZ NANO

2

37 HIRA 11MH TZ NANO

2

37 HIRA 11H TZ NANO

2

36 810ML RC NANO (B)
36 85M NANO (B)

36 103MH NANO (B)

S
S
S
S
S

B

2

B

2

36 710XH BIG BAIT (B)

S

2
2

36 93M NANO (B)

S

2

BlueSniper / Shore Casting Series Spec

B
B
B

2605 1330
2910 1485
3110 1590
3230 1650
3230 1650
3360 1720
3360 1720
2695 1375
2560 1314
2830 1445
3135 1600
2385 1950

122

Lure

Line

Guide

Reel
Seat

Lock
nut

Joint

Drag
Max

Carbon
(%)

Tip
[㎜]

Butt Position
[㎜] [㎜]

Suitable reel size

5〜24g

PE 0.6〜1.2

TZ/Ti/K※

VSS16

U

Spigot

--

99.8

1.5

11.0 470

D:2500~3000/S:C3000~4000

6〜35g

PE 0.8〜1.5

TZ/Ti/K※

VSS16

U

Spigot

--

99.8

1.8

11.7 480

D:2500~3000/S:C3000~4000

6〜32g

PE 0.8〜1.5

TZ/Ti/K※

151

8〜38g

196

7〜40g

Max PE 1.5

228

8〜50g

Max PE 2.5

7〜32g

PE 0.8〜1.5

SiC-S/Ti/K

8〜42g

PE 1〜2

SiC-S/Ti/K

177
198

8〜42g
7〜45g

PE 1〜2
PE 1〜2

Max PE 2

241

10〜60g

136

8〜42g

191
210

10〜45g

Max 120g

PE 1.5〜2.5

134
159

Max PE 3
PE 1〜2

Max PE 3

TZ/Ti/K※
TZ/Ti/K※

VSS16
VSS17
VSS17

TZ/Ti/K※

DPS18※

TZ/Ti/K※

DPS18※

TZ/Ti/K※
TZ/Ti/K※

SiC-S/Ti/K
SiC-S/Ti/K
SiC-S/Ti/K

DPS18※
DPS18※

U
U
U
U
U
U
U

ACS16

D

ACS17

D

ACS16
ACS17
ACS17

D
D
D

Spigot
Spigot
Spigot
Spigot
Spigot
Spigot
Spigot
Spigot
Spigot
Spigot
Spigot
1&H

38 96ML

2

S

2935 1500

223

Jig~60g/Plug~40g

Max PE 2

SiC-S/ST/K

DPS18

U

Spigot

38 97MMH

2

S

2950 1515

296

Jig~100g/Plug~60g

Max PE 4

SiC-S/ST/K+OC

DPS20

U

Spigot

325

Jig~130g/Plug~100g

Max PE 5

OC

DPS20

38 100M

2

38 100MH

2

38 106H PlugSpecial

2

38 910H

2

Calista / Eging Series Spec

S
S
S
S

3070 1570
3070 1575
3215 1650
3030 1550

245
307
326

Jig~80g/Plug~50g

Jig~120g/Plug~80g

Jig~150g/Plug~120g

Max PE 3
Max PE 4
Max PE 5

SiC-S/ST/K
OC
OC

DPS18

DPS20
DPS20

U
U

99.8

--

99.8

--

99.8

--

99.6

--

99.7

--

99.8

--

99.8

--

99.8

--

99.8

--

99.8

--

99.8

--

96.1

2.3
2.2
2.0
2.4
2.4
2.0
2.3
2.4
2.1
2.3

12.2 495
15.0 510
16.6 585
15.4 755

D:2500~3000/S:C3000~4000
D:3000 / S:3000〜4000
D:3000〜3500 / S:4000
D:3000〜3500 / S:4000
D:3000〜3500 / S:4000

16.9 680

D:3500~4000/S:4000~6000

11.1 485

--

16.7 705

D:3500~4000/S:4000~6000

12.1 480

--

13.0 505

--

14.8 555

--

12.6 575

--

2.5

14.5 660

D:3000~3500/S:4000~6000

6kg/45°

99.8

2.9

16.1 740

D:4000~4500/S:6000~8000

8kg/45°

99.6

17.6 740

D:5000~5500/S:8000~14000

Spigot

6kg/45°

Spigot

2.0

10.5 475

99.8

4.5kg/45° 99.8

Put over

1.6

3kg/45°

Spigot

U
U

--

8kg/45°

99.8
99.8

2.6
3.3
2.9
3.0

16.4 660
16.8 740
17.0 740

D:4000 / S:6000~8000

D:4500 / S:6000~10000

D:5000~5500/S:8000~14000

42 86L TZ NANO

2

S

2582 1325

93

Egi 2.5〜3.5

PE 0.4〜0.8

TZ/Ti/K※

VSS16

D

Spigot

--

99.8

1.6

10.2 410

D:2500 / S:C3000

42 89ML TZ NANO

2

S

2672 1365

100

Egi 2.5〜3.5

PE 0.5〜1

TZ/Ti/K※

VSS16

D

Spigot

--

99.8

1.8

11.7 425

D:2500 / S:C3000

2485 1280

98

42 82ML TZ NANO

2

42 710M TZ NANO

2

42 82M TZ NANO

2

42 86M TZ NANO

2

42 90M TZ NANO

2

Mebius / Eging Series Spec

S
S
S
S
S

2500 1285
2395 1225
2575 1325

95

100
99

2745 1410

104

44 710L

2

S

2390 1225

84

44 85ML

2

S

2555 1305

93
98

44 88L

2
2

44 79M

2

44 86M

2

44 83MH

S
S
S
S

2645 1350
2365 1210
2595 1325
2515 1285

BaronKnight / Catﬁsh & Snakehead Series Spec

93
89
98

Egi 2.5〜3.5
Egi 2.5〜4
Egi 2.5〜4
Egi 2.5〜4
Egi 2.5〜4

47 New 65ML (S)

3

47 68M (S)

3

47 New 65ML (B)

96.5

1.6

Egi 2.5~4(~30g)

PE 0.5〜1

Egi 2.5~4(~28g)

47 68M (B)

Estuarine

D

Put over
Put over

--

96.5

--

96.5

--

96.6

D:2500 / S:C3000

12.6 420

9.3

385

10.3 405

1.7

10.4 470

1.8

D:2500 / S:C3000

12.1 425

1.5

1.7

D:2500 / S:C3000

11.5 420

D:2500 / S:C3000

D:2500 / S:2500〜C3000
D:2500 / S:C3000

10.9 415

D:2500 / S:C3000
D:2500 / S:C3000

11.7 420

D:2500 / S:C3000

〜28g

PE 3~6/NY~20lb

SiC-S/ST/K

TCS17

D

1&H

--

84.8

2.2

10.7 510

--

Max PE 6

SiC-S/Ti/K

T-DPS20

D

1&H

6kg/45°

91.9

2.8

13.6 575

--

〜35g

Max 32g

PE 3~6/NY~25lb
Max PE 8

SiC-S/ST/K

SiC-S/ST/K
SiC-S/Ti/K

715

127

Max 35g

Max 25lb

SiC-S/ST/K

131

VSS16

D

Put over

11.1 420

PE 0.6〜1.2

2035

715

VSS16

D

D:2500 / S:C3000

Egi 3~4.5(~35g)

S

2035

VSS16

10.8 415

Max 28g
Max 35g

Max 20lb
Max 25lb

VSS16

TCS17

T-DPS20

D

D
D

Put over

1&H
1&H

--

96.6

--

7kg/45°

84.2
91.8

2.2
2.5

12.0 415

D:2500 / S:C3000

11.6 500

--

14.2 580

--

VSS17

D

Spigot

--

98.3

2.0

VSS17

D

Spigot

--

98.0

2.1

10.2 460
485

D:1000〜2000 / S:200

15.3 680

D:10〜30 / S:300〜400

SiC-S/ST/K

PTS17

SiC-S/ST/K

PTS17

D
D

Spigot
Spigot

--

98.3

--

98.0

2.0
2.1

9.0
8.8
9.9

445
475

D:2500〜3000 / S:3000
D:1000〜2000 / S:200
D:3000 / S:4000

B

2370 1830

295

Max 50(190g)

Max PE 10

OC

T-DPS20

D

1&H

--

95.4

4.4

S

1845

108

Max 3/4oz

8〜15lb

SiC-S/ST/K

VSS17

D

Put over

2kg/45°

93.8

1.9

7.8

435

D:3000 / S:4000

S

1930 1005

115

Max 1oz

8〜20lb

SiC-S/ST/K

VSS17

D

Put over 2.5kg/45° 93.8

2.0

8.5

445

D:3000 / S:4000

Max 1oz

8〜16lb

SiC-S/ST/K

VSS17

420

D:3000 / S:4000

SiC-S/ST/K

VSS17

440

D:3000 / S:4000

SiC-S/ST/K

DPS18※

SiC-S/ST/K

DPS18※

/ Predator Series Spec

49 Raptor 60M (S)

2

49 Raptor 63MH (S)

2

965

2

B

2

B

1

B

1

B

2

B

2

B

50 51

2

S

1575

50 71

2

S

2170 1110

49 Raptor 60M (B)

49 Raptor 63MH (B)

1

49 Glazer 58MH (S)

49 Glazer 58MH (B)

1

49 Glazer 60X (S)

49 Glazer 60X (B)

2

49 Xtremo 60 (S)

49 Xtremo 60 (B)

2

49 Xtremo 65 (S)

49 Xtremo 65 (B)

Lupus

SiC-S/ST/K

SiC-S/ST/K

B

2

47 79

SiC-S/ST/K

Max 20lb

3

TAKO KING / Octopus Game Series Spec

PE 0.5〜1

Max 28g

125

1.8

--

109

695

99.8

Put over

695

1975

--

1.8

D

SiC-S/ST/K

1975

B

99.8

VSS16

PE 0.4〜0.8

S

3

--

1.8

SiC-S/ST/K

Max 28g

Triceptor / 3pcs Pac-Rod Series Spec

99.8

PE 0.5〜0.8

203
211

--

1.8

Egi 2.5~3.5(~24g)

2220 1750
2340 1890

Spigot

99.8

1.5

B
B

D

Spigot

--

1.7

96.4

2
2

VSS16

D

Spigot

99.8

--

48 SH72
48 SH78

TZ/Ti/K※

VSS16

D

Spigot

--

Put over

148
160

PE 0.6〜1

TZ/Ti/K※

VSS16

D

Spigot

D

1986 1624
2165 1800

PE 0.6〜1

TZ/Ti/K※

VSS16

D

VSS16

B
B

PE 0.6〜1

TZ/Ti/K※

VSS16

SiC-S/ST/K

2
2

PE 0.6〜1

TZ/Ti/K※

PE 0.3〜0.6

Egi 1.8~3.5(~21g)

Egi 2.5~3.5(~21g)

48 CF66
48 CF71

PE 0.5〜1

S
S
S
S

1845

965

1930 1005
1720

--

1830

--

1720
1830

---

1835 1460
1835 1460
1950 1555
1950 1555

109
119
107
111

Max 3/4oz
Max 1oz
Max 1oz

8〜15lb

8〜20lb
8〜16lb

127

Max 1-1/2oz

Max 10〜25lb

158

Max 2oz

Max 40lb

129
156
192
194

Max 1-1/2oz
Max 2oz
Max 2oz
Max 2oz

Max 10〜25lb
Max 40lb
Max 40lb
Max 40lb

SiC-S/ST/K
SiC-S/ST/K
SiC-S/ST/K
SiC-S/ST/K
SiC-S/ST/K
SiC-S/ST/K

TCS17
TCS17
TCS17
TCS17

D
D
D
D
D
D

Put over

-----

1&H

U

1&H

D

TCS18

D

93.8

Put over 2.5kg/45° 93.8

U

TCS18

2kg/45°

1&H
1&H

2.5kg/45° 93.3
2.5kg/45° 93.3
4kg/45°

93.5

5kg/45°

94.4

4kg/45°
5kg/45°
6kg/45°
6kg/45°

93.5
94.4
89.1
89.1

1.9
2.0
2.2
2.2
2.4
2.4

7.7
8.4
8.6
8.6
9.9
9.8

435

--

445

--

420
440

---

2.9

11.2 505

D:3500~4000/S:4000~5000

3.0

12.3 630

D:3500~4000/S:4000~5000

2.9
3.0

11.2 505
12.3 630

---

/ Trout Series Spec
2

50 61

2

50 77

2

50 81

2

50 87

2

50 86M

BlueCurrent Limited

S
S
S
S
S

850

78

1〜7g

2〜6lb Class

TZ/Ti/K※

Wood

D

Spigot

--

99.8

1.4

5.7

300

--

3〜12g

4〜10lb Class

TZ/Ti/K※

Wood

D

Spigot

--

99.8

1.4

7.9

375

--

85

2〜10g

2315 1175

126

4〜25g

6〜20lb Class

2635 1350

135

5〜28g

8〜20lb Class

1855

960

2470 1270
2610 1340

96

3〜8lb Class

TZ/Ti/K※
TZ/Ti/K※

Wood
Wood

D
U

Spigot
Spigot

----

99.8
99.6

1.4
1.5
1.5

6.6
8.8

340

--

450

--

129

5〜28g

140

8〜30g

10〜24lb Class

JH〜5g

PE~0.4/NY・FC1~3lb

TZ/Ti/K

VSS16

D

Spigot

--

99.8

1.4

6.7

280

D:1000~2000/S:1000~C2000

67

Plug Max 7.8g/Com1.6~4.5g

PE 0.2〜0.4

TZ/Ti/K

VSS16

D

Spigot

--

99.8

1.5

9.0

350

D:2000/S:2000~C2500

72

〜12g

PE 0.3〜0.8

〜7g

PE 0.3〜0.8

8〜20lb Class

TZ/Ti/K※
TZ/Ti/K※
TZ/Ti/K※

Wood
Wood
Wood

U
U
U

Spigot
Spigot
Spigot

---

99.6
99.6
99.7

1.6
1.6

9.4

455

--

10.2 465

--

10.7 470

--

/ For Members Series Spec

56 New 57JH TZ/NANO

2

S

1715

56 New 70Plug TZ/NANO

2

S

2140 1090

56 New 66JH TZ/NANO

56 New 73All-Range TZ/NANO
56 70TZ Trippers

56 ShallowSniper 610/TZ
56 60 Junior

2
2
4
2
2

S
S
S
S
S

875

1990 1020
2225 1135
2145

560

1830

940

2120 1095

58
63
73
73
62

JH 0.2〜6g
0.5〜12g
5〜16g

PE~0.4/NY・FC1~3lb
PE 0.2〜0.6
PE 0.6〜1

TZ/Ti/K
TZ/Ti/K
TZ/Ti/K

TZ/Ti/K+KR
AN/ST/K

VSS16
VSS16
VSS16
IPS16
IPS16

D
D
D
D
D

Spigot
Spigot
Spigot

Put over
Put over

---

99.8
99.8

--

99.8

--

92.5

--

99.8

1.3
1.5
1.4
1.5
1.3

7.9
9.2
8.3

340
350

D:2000/S:2000~2500

360

D:1000〜2000 / S:C2000〜2500

320

D:1000/ S:1000(C2000)

10.1 340
7.8

D:1000~2000/S:1000~C2000

D:2000~2500/S:2500

Details of nota�on Reel/S=Spinning B=Overhead reel Weight/(p)=Proto model Weight Guide/TZ=TORZITE ring ST=Stainless frame Ti=Titanium frame OC=Ocean guide（Only SiC） K or KR=K guide or KR guide AN=Alconite ring
Lock nut/U=Up lock D=Down lock Joint/Spigot=Spigot Ferrule Put over＝Put over Ferrule 1&H=Grip Joint
Tip(mm)/Diameter of just below top guide Bu�(mm)&Posi�on(mm)/ Posi�on(mm) stand for the length from end of grip to point that is measured for Bu�(mm)
※“SiC-S ring” is up dated model of SiC guide. Some of YB products are currently on switching from SiC guide to SiC-S ring guide.
Depend on products, there SiC models and SiC-S ring models are existed in the market.Please understand that we do not accept exchange to rod with other type of guide ring.

About contents on this catalog

●Price and speciﬁca�ons might be changed without previous no�ce.
●Some of images on this catalog are proto type so it might be diﬀerent from actual products.
●Images on this catalog might be diﬀerent from actual products depend on condi�on of prin�ng.
●The external diameter of bu� sec�on which is on products’ tag might be diﬀerent from that on this catalog
depend on the products. Please refer to list on this catalog as a latest spec informa�on.

YAMAGA TSURIGU Co.,LTD
YAMAGA Blanks

945 OBARU YAMAGA-CITY
KUMAMOTO-PREF 861-0543 JAPAN
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